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Project 
• proposed 
Unit to aid research 
•. 
By Linda J. Looney and 
Deidra Ford 
Hil ltop Slaff Reporter 
Howard University is planning to 
build a science complex that will 
house a comprehensi ve sc ience 
center. a learning resources 
center/ health sciences library, and a 
computer center , according Dr. 
Angella Ferguson, assistant vice 
presidenl for Health Affairs. 
Still in 1he conceptualization 
stages, the project must be approved 
by the Board of Trustees, Ferguson 
said. 
'. The complex ""ill serve the facult y 
· and students in the natural and 
: physical sciences, she said . 
: The expected building cite is 
bounded by Bryant , 41h and W 
streets N .W .. The loca1ion is current · 
ly ''the east port ion of the parking lot 
G (Freedman's Square)," she said . 
Ferguson said the objective is to 
'l•expand the capability of Ho"·ard 
University and lhe campus and offer 
well-planned facili1ies 10 support the 
research efforl. ' ' 
•: Dr. Doroth y Hai1h , a member of 
the planning commitlee for the pro-
ject said, 1here is a defini1e need for 
a library intended for research. 
''With all the new diseases. in 
order to prepare for the future 
research is o ne of the solulio n s 10 fin : 
'ding iomc answers 10 these health 
prob len1 s, '' she said. 
Hairh, a i-esearcher in the s cx:ial 
sciences, said 1his type of library is 
one ' ' where mciterials won 't be check-
ed our, pages torn out,•• and where 
one can "be quiet and think and 
work .' ' 
''An ordinary library is nor s1ruc· 
lured in that way," Haith said . 
Because plans are still being defin -
ed, Ferguson said sh'C}could not gi,•e 
details of what th~oposed centers 
and library will include. She said, 
however , that the concentration of 
the proposed science facilities in one 
location " 'ill make general stud ies as 
well as research in the sciences more 
efficien1 and convenient . 
Ferguson said a time frame and 
cost for building the complex cannot 
be determined at this time. 
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'Education is life' 
91-year-old pursue~ degree, selffulflllment 
8)' Yolandra A. Plummer 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
At 91-years-old, she strolls to class 
amid students who are young enough 
to be her great-grandchildren . 
Isabelle R. Hammond is the oldest 
undergraduate ar Howard Universi· 
ty, if not the oldest in America . 
ihe cheerful and spirited gr,at -
grandmother is trying to find her Way 
to a bachelors degree in music at 
Howard " 'here s he was an 
undergraduate in the 1920's. 
'' I came back to school to find ou1 
why I was so inclined 10 music to 
rediscover the beauty of music,'' she 
said, adding that she came to 
Howard because it was che only 
university she had ever attended. 
T'' 'ice a "·eek , the petite and robust 
Ha n1n1ond atte11ds classes in 1he 
Department o f Music in the College 
• of Fine Art s. " ·here she is currently 
enrolled in tY.'O music cours~s . One of 
the courses is Ps)•chology of Music , 
and Hammond said , '' I am seeking 
10 find whal !he rela1ionship o f music 
is to the human soul." 
Hamm o nd \\•!1 0 011\Y has 
somewhere be1ween 15 to 20 hours to 
go before recei ving a degree in music, 
ind ica ted that sl1c would st ill like to 
earri the degree she had set her sights 
on · ears ago . Prcsen1\y she is no1 sure 
\Ill' :n she will graduate, but said she 
" ': J continue 10 stri ve for her degree . 
Last fall , liammond earned credii 
1 Jr Independen1 Study in Music 
Therapy and for completing an in -
' 
ence 
• 
U.S. ban violated 
Alston tours Libya, again 
8)· Yvonne P. Brooks and 
Michelle Miller 
Hilltop Staff Reporters 
.. 
Ho\\'ard University Student 
Association President Ona Alston 
recenfly returned from her second 
trip to Libya this year thus violating 
President Reagan's executive ban on 
travel to that country for the second 
time. 
Her 1rips are curr~nlly under in-
vestigation by United States Federal 
Customs officials, according to that 
office. 
According to Al'ston, she and some 
250 U.S. citizens participated in an 
International Peace Gathering spon-
sored and paid for by the Libyan 
Peace Committee. 
The U.S. delegation travelled to 
Libya on April 9 and rel urned April 
19. Attending the co11ference were 
close 10 1,000 nat ionals from mostly 
'''es1ern countries including Canada 
and Britain. Als1on said . 
'' I \vent to stand in solidarily " 'ith 
other African brothers and siste.rs 
\\'ho face the same U.S. oppression 
as our people face daily here," said 
Als1on. 
The ban on travel stipulates that 
U.S. passports cannot be used for en-
tr~· in10 Libya, nor can U.S. money 
be spc111 in that country . 
''Treasury agents requested from 
universit y officials personal informa-
tion about myself and some of the 
o ther students \v ho went ,ro Libya last 
1in1e," said Als1on. ''They wanted in -
Formation ranging from whether or 
1\o t \VC received fina1lcial aid to our 
class schedule.·· 
Last Sep1e1nber Alston and seven 
Howar.d. stud~nt s travelled to Libya 
to part1c1pate 1n an International Stu-
dent Conference. 
According., 10 Alston , agents 
knocked on h"'Cr apartment door one 
Saturday morning al 6:30 a.m. earlier 
1his year lo speak with her and one 
of her room1nates. 
''The governmen1 would have a 
difficult rime convincing me or any 
other reasonabl~ person that one 
20-year-old col lege student is a threat 
to national security,'' commen1ed 
Allon . 
''The theoretical basis of the ban 
on Libya is 11at ional security, " said 
Alston . ''Yet it has been revealed !hat 
1nuch of the information about Li· 
• 
HUSA Pl'flident Ona Alston 
byan activities on which the ban was 
based· is false ." .. 
''The President is supposed to ex-
ecute the law and not to legislate," 
added Alston . ''The Bill of Rights 
supercedes and ad hoc presidential 
order.'' 
The Peace G~thering was held to 
commemorate last year's April 14 
bombing of Libya by the U .S. in 
which scores of Libyan Nationals 
were wounded and murdered. Quad-
daffi was labled a terrorist by U.S. 
federal authorities. 
''I had a fan1astic trip! I spent less 
time in conference this trip and more 
time seeing downtown Tripoli and 
visting the coUntryside 11 said Alston. 
'' Issues discussed in' the seminaTs 
range from justice and peace to 
United States imperalism. 11 
According to Alston, Qadaffi's 
son addressed the gathering at the 
commemorative rally while Qaddafi 
shook hands and greeted conference 
par1icipan1s. On the same evening in 
the U .S . , April 14, thousands 
gathered for a peace rally accross 
from the White House in Lafyette 
Park also in commemoration of the 
bombing. Participants travelled from 
as far away as Texas. 
''My trip was no secret, Alston 
said. '' I submitted letters to various 
Howard administration before my 
departure . Also, the entire U .S. 
delegation held a press conference in 
New York before we left.'' 
dividucil research project that include 
collecting information on local home-
study music teachers and ministers of 
music. 
Slow job market limits options 
Youth, lack of preparation hinder ''Out of all my students in the 
class, which consists of nine students , 
Mrs. Hammond sits in the front of 
1l1e classroo!TI. very attentively and .-8)' Michelle Miller and Yvonne 
completes Ii.er work in a timely Brooks 
fashion,'' said Ara Rachal, Ham- Hilltop Staff Reporters 
n1ond 's professor. l 
''The students in the class are en-
1husiaS1ic .and are extremely helpful, '' 
Rachal said. Her fellow students have 
ass isted her in taping the lectures and 
are not bo1hered by the fact that 
Hammond is allowed to take ex· 
amin iations in her home. 
Describing her classmates as ''in-
spirational," Hammond notes, ''It 
inspires me to see how music has been 
impar1ed onto them and in to their 
lives. '' 
Hammond said she sometimes at-
tributes music to the ··beauty one sees 
in people and objects as well as the 
0 Continued on page 17 
Last yejlr, only 30 percent of the 
students interviewed in Howard 
University's Office of Career Plann· 
ing and Placemen!, received jobS of. 
fers, according to a report issued by 
that office. 
This year does not loOk much bet·· 
ter for graduating seniors expecting 
to enter the job market directly after 
graduation, said Samuel Hall Jr . , 
director of the Career Planning and 
Placement Office. 
' ' This is the second year in a row 
1ha1 the job market has been this 
slow,' ' Hall said. Students with poor 
job seeking skills are at even greater 
disadvantage, he added . • . 
• 
-
new grads in search of jobs 
- -
Consortium offers aid 
According to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, the unemployment rate for 
graduates one to two years out of col· 
lege is double that of older graduates. 
' -~-
• 
' 
. By Robert Frelow, Jr. 
Hilllop Staff Reporter 
A private plan aimed at providing 
financial assistance to students from 
middle-income families who are 
qualified but unable to at tend college 
has been instituted by member 
schools of the District 's Consortium 
of Universities of the WaShington 
Metropolitan Area (WMACU). 
The plan enti1led ConSern: The 
Student Loan Program, features low 
interest rates, repayment terms 
catered to each family, a three to four 
weeks application process and stu· 
dent eligibility based on a t'amily's 
credit ratings, rather t: • .in a ran.:fom 
level of income, according to the Re: . 
JohwP. Whalen, executive d-rector 
of the Consortiilm . 
''l'he WMACU is a cooperative 
arrangement'' among Howard 
University, American University, 
George Washington University, 
Catholi..: University, Georgetown 
Universities, Mount Vernon Univer· 
sity and Trinity colleges, and the 
universities of the District of Colum· 
bia and Maryland-College Park. 
The program ''is designed to per· 
mit the sharing of academic 
resources, ... offcr{ing] qualified 
students the opportunity to enrOll at 
other institutions for courses not 
available on their own campuses,'' 
according to Howard's Fall 1987 Stu-
dent Refercmie Manual and Directory 
of Classes. 
This innovative loan program pro. 
-vidcs financial assistance ranaing 
from Sl,SOO to $15,000 per school 
year, with a possible four-year loan 
totalling up to S@,000, Whalen said. 
The loans will be available throuah 
schools, businesses, national lllC)C{a. 
tions and local governments, he 
added. · 
ConScrn, administered by Univer-
0 Coadaaed on pqe 17 
''Graduates with just four years of 
college from the ages of 20 to 21 have 
an uemployment rate of 8.5 percent 
compared to 4. 1 unemployed in the 
age range of 22 to 24,'' according to 
a March 1986 poll by the Bureau. 
''Graduates' chancCs of obtaining 
jobs are very good if they develop a 
network of employers, obtain some 
experience related to their career 
ch~ice, possess good interviewing 
skills and the know-how of writing 
good resumes,'' said Gerald R. Davis 
assistant director of the Career Plan-
ning and Placement Center. 
''Many students don't take advan· 
tagc of the free services offered in this 
office. '' he said. ' 18ut the numbers 
of students coming into the office has 
increased considerably since last 
year.'' 
Davis said a number of 1.-.duates 
have come 6ack to the univcnlty to 
utilize the office, but in most cases 
resources arc limited to 
undergraduates . 
lftlll Lecllletter 
Though happy during commencement many le a du at 11 "'* llOf W i-a.... 
oflerward. • ,._. 
Howard students entering graduate vironmental, tran~portation and 
and professional schools are another health law have opened up and pro-
variable in the equation of low vid~ good ooportunitics, •• he add~. 
employment for graduates directly ''Flexibility is the key in this rapid-
out of college, said both Davis and ly expanding technological job 
Hall. market,'' said Hall. ''If studenu do 
Davis noted that the job market h I h h 
for those graduates exiting graduate not prepare t cmsc vcs ~,t t c pro-. per skills for seeking jobs before 
and profcssinal schools depends on graduation, they will be out on their 
the particular field they decide to own.'' he added. 
enter. Accordinc to Oavis, affirmative 
''The medical field in general a.. action can not be looked at u an 
good field. However, law ii 4 elf.. assurance of job opportunity. ''You 
ferent story,'' said Davis. Cotll llfe have to seek jobs with an open mind. 
and criminal law arc ,heavily c10.S. If you don't you're ukin& for trou· 
ed fields, but new fields such as en- blc. •• he said. 
r 
• 
• 
• 
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Community aids student 
Blind student debt paid. 
• 
By Pool Burley 
Hilltop Staff R~rt~r 
While losing. hope of graduating 
betause he lacked the funds to pay a 
debt for room and board to the 
univ_crsity. blind Nigerian student 
David Ankaji unexpectedly found the 
solution to his~ctilemma. 
college. I fiad a lot of people come 
to my aid and I never forgot that. We 
never know when we might need so· 
meone. We may wake up today on 
cloud 99; it is no guarantee you will 
always be there.•• 
Mcleod added that black people 
have the resources to pull together. 
It is not the first time Mcleod said 
she was able to ''reach out' ' to so-
meone, stating that what she did , ... as 
nol ''unique.'' 
Th_e a~swer to his problem was the 
community: churches, civic organiza-
tions, frie~ds, businesses, and other 
contacts 1n the D.C. metro area 
r~un~cd up to raise money to 
cl1m1natc Ankaji's debt. These 
groups were_ all the' contacts of 
Roberta McLeod, ditector of the 
Black~~rn Center, who overheard 
Anka11 s predicament and garnered 
the rescue. 
''It is not for personal gains, bu1 
(for) the happiness of knowing 1ha1 
they will smile and be happy . If you 
ha\'e worked for four years 10 walk 
out with yot1r piece of paper, it is a 
\'ery devasta1ing position to find 
yourself in." 
The funds for Ankaji's room and 
board \vere raised in four days, ac· 
cording to ~tcleoc;l . She said she 
''cleared his record'' from the time 
she responded to his dilemma four 
days prior to May I, 1987, until the 
monies \\'ere secured at 12: 10 p.m. on 
that day . 
·~1 feel it is special when a student 
works against all Odds," Mcleod 
said, adding that one who works hard 
should make i! out of the university . 
. McLeod said that Ankaji qnain-
ta1ned a 4.0 grade-point average as an 
undergraduate before undertaking 
his graduate studies at Howard. He 
was accepted to pufsue doctoral 
study at George Washington Univer-
sity in the area of special education. 
"If I had the money personally I 
wc;>uld have helped (him), ' 1 Mcle~d 
said. ''Some of us think vou have the 
means (money) at your ·fingertips . l 
lost my mother when I was 14 and my 
·•U nlike the comments t hal the 
coihmuni1y does not care about 
Ho\\·ard, there are people \\'ho love 
this university . Sometimes a person 
is a s1ranger because You never say 
'good morning, '' ' she sOid. 
Ankaji , who works at the reception 
desk of the Blackburn Center. said he 
has written t\\'O kinds of letrcrs: 0 11e 
' 
letter of thanks , to f\1cleod and 
several others to the various people 
\\'ho under1ook his financial b11rden. grandmother in my second year of_ 
Top honors go to 
H .U. papers 
R~ Glenda F' a11nllt•rtl\ 
Ramtlna Bro'''" and Jant·l·I~ 
~l'\\S(lmt• 
H illtop S1;1ff ~ <' l'ori 1- 1 , 
I fie Hilltop'' a;; ;1\\ 3r<lt'cl fir't 
j)\al"C as OL1t st;L11di111! CollL·i<c 
Nt'\\'S pa1Jcr f(1r 19S7 b\ 1ii1.• 
Southe-rn Rcgio11al Pre~' J11 -
stitl1te dLiri11g its 36111 Ar11111 ;1I 
( 'on f Cf"'lCe'. 
P11r\ettc Br,·an1. t'cli1or -i11 -
l'l1ief or The H itl101J. ,aicl !Ill' 
Tll'\\ SP<lper ··recei \ed 1.•x1.·ellc11t 
a11d sL1pcrior rati11g, _ l "t1e 
ri:a'ion .for Tlte Hi//1011~' ~LJ \."l'C'' 
\\as it s fir111 fo11r1da1io11 
a111011gst tl1c st:1ff. 11ot to r11c11 -
1io11 thc s1aff' s n1oti\11tio11 a11cl 
self pcrse' cra 11L·e to SI ri' t' for 
e~ccllc11\.·c.' · ... 
Br)'a111 ~•1 id thal bcU1g the 11:1 -
cio11's largest Black 11e\\ S JJa JJ~r 
11•1~ a lot to do ' ' i1l1 its ,,·or~cr s. 
111 selecting lier st;:tff. Br,·a11t 
looked for people \\ 110 hiid a 
le,c l of dctern1i11a1ior1 1J1a1 
'''Ould enable thc111 to fu11 ctio11 
,,·ell at Tf1e 1-lillrop. 
t?r . La,,rc11ce K;:1g1;,,\ a, 
cha1 rn1an o f the Dcpar1n1c111 of 
Jol1r11alis111, said lie is J)roud of 
Tl1e H il/rotJ a11d i t~ editors. ·· 1 
jlis1 hope that the paper' s ac-
compl ish111ent s \\'ill cncoL1ra~c 
a ll jo11rnalisn1 student s 10 stri~·c 
harder to become that special 
jol1rnali st." lie said. 
'The H~llto_p \\as not tl1e o ni)' 
a'''ard· \.\'1n111ng paper 011 ca111 -
pus.Tl1e Communil)' Ne,,s, a 
ne\vSpapt'r prodUl'ed b\I 
studer1t s in the Department o'r 
J ou rnal isn1. ''as rcce11t ly 11an1· 
~d t~e bes.t stude11t 11c,,·spaper 
in thi s region b)' t tie Society of 
P_rofess io11al Ne,,·spa'pers. 
Sigma Delta Chi. 
The five-year old publication 
\\'as the ~nly student ne\.\'Spaper 
entered 1n the Society:..S Mark of 
Excellence contes t geared 
1oward covering community 
ne~s .•. as opposed to campus 
act1v1t1es . 
'' I'm happy 1o·have had ,thc 
'Community News' namdl the 
best newspaper while I was 
editor. It proves that we ac-
complished something big this 
year," said Gromer Jeffers , the 
executive editor of the ·Com-
munity News. ' 
l l1t' 11:111cr ,, ;1, j)i ltcd :1g•1i11s1 
111.·'' .,11a11cr~ f ro111 Till' lJ 11i\ 1.•r, i-
!~ ll f .\l :1r~ ! ;1 11 cl. r\ 111L'ril':111 
L r1i\cr,it~. \\ 'illia111 ;111d ~ 1 :1r\, 
\ "irg iri i;1 ( ' ()llltllOl\\\C.:tlti1, 
J :1111c~ ~l <1di-.011. Radforcl.1 •111(1 
tl1e U11i,cr-.it}' of Nor1l1 
( ' t1rolir1 ;i •11 (- !1 :1 11 cl H ill. 
( "l1•1rl ottc a11ll llrcc11boru. 
11 p rtl\ t~d to be a }'ear o f 
ll pSt'IS, <I~ til l' ''('01ll lTi llllit}' 
Ne'' s'' lopped The U11ivcr<;it}' 
of ~l ~1r,· l;111cl'~ ''Di:1n1011d -
b:1l"k', .. ;1 pL1blica1io11 '''l1icl1 l1a~ 
i<1l-.L·11 tl1e :1,,ard for tl1e las1 
'>l'\l' ll )' C:lr~. Scco11d a11d 1t1irJ 
1113L'C pritl' ~ \\ t're gra11tt'(I to 
\\"illia111 :111d \lar \' :111d 
1\ r11t·rit';111 U 11(,t·r, it~· 
re~11c.:1 i,·c l}. · 
l11 Ji, · idu~l H 0\\~1rd ~t t1d1.·r11, 
:11~0 t'xt·cllcd i11 tilt' co r11petitio11. 
~rad~1;1ting ~t.·11i~ r s J~1 11 Bl,<_tkc 
.111d t\ ll<IC NOt'l t\ e lc t1 \\OJ\ ltr~ t 
;~11d seco11d iJlac~s rcs pe~· t i' cl}' 
tor B1.·~t Feature StOr\' . N:1on1i 
l' ra' crs a11J P11r\•c11C Br)'(llll, 
Jfiflro1J t>clitor!!J. ca11turcd firs! 
!i 11d scco11d pl<1cc i11 1J1c Sp,11 
Nt\\'S catcgor~' . 
''t\1}' goal as tl1c editor '''<IS to 
~i 111p\)' pro\ itlc \.'O llSiStCJl l")' i11 • 
our co,eragc :1-. a L"o 111111L1n it)' 
IJapcr, a11d 10 produce «1 q11ali -
l}' p11blicatio11 . I stri,·ed to rcal -
l~· get i11sidc lli ~ co1111 .u11it)' and 
rcporl the tlt'\\"S accuratel)" and 
f:1i rl)·, ·· Je ffers sa id . 
J cffcr~. ;1 gradt1<tt ing sc11ior , 
~1d111 it ted cl1at r is s11ccessor has 
::i. toL1gh job up al1ead. He 
· rcn1arked 1ha1 1he 11ext ex-
ecut ive editor \\"ill face added 
pressure to maintai11 tlte status 
' ' 'hicl1 the ''Communit)' Ne\\•s' ' 
l1as achieved tl1is )'ca r . 
· 'Our product ' ' 'ill nO\\' get 
111 ore attention than eve r . as 
everyone will '''ant to see the 
'best student ne\\'Spaper .' That 
alone is enough pressure on 
anyone," he said. 
The Society of Professiona l 
Jour11alists, Sigma Dclt oi C hi. 
ackno,,·ledges deser\' ing 
newspapers a11d individual e11-
1ries each )'eaar, as they aim to 
pro\1ide an incenti \1C for student 
journalists to do their best. The 
orga11ization, the oldest of its 
kind. first started as a frat erni-
ly al DePaul Universi1y in 1909. 
The ··community Ne\\•s'' 
now faces its second goal, robe 
named the best national 
ne\\'Spaper. at the national 
competi tion to be held next fall . 
PR program relocates ,. 
8)' Gina Hamillon 
Hilltop Staff Rcpor1er 
munication only accredits entire 
depari1nent s, and many of the 
programs in Arts and Sciences 
The public relations program such as Theory and Rhetoric d~ 
in the Department of Arts and not come under the scope of the 
Sciences may have a new home AC~JMC, according to Dr. 
in the Department of Jour- David R. Woods, chairman of 
nalism in the Fall 1987 __ th~ _Deparrn1ent of Art s and 
Sciences. 
semester . 
The transfer may be made to 
insure accrediation of the pro-
gram, located in the School of 
Communications. The Ac-
crediting Council of Education 
Spr Journalism and Mass Com-
• 
''Most public relations pro~· 
grams across the country are in 
de.partments of j'Jurnalism," 
said Angela Brothers, president 
of the Howard r hapter of the 
D Con1inued on pagt· 16 
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Da•kl ••••• 
. "I am very happy (that) I us go. 
1ng to get my master's d taree •• 
Ankaji said. "She (McLeod) rrsily 
\vas there. I did not expect what she 
did." 
This past weekend, Anaela Plrker 
a graduating senior, was unable t~ 
pay her tuition and fees, she said UD· 
til McLeod was able to seem he: 
relief. 
''I mentioned it to one of the 
(English department) secretaries 
the office, and shf' knows Mn 
McLeod and somehow the inf~ 
ti on got translated to her. I did not 
~no:w,'' said Parker, an Enalish m. 
JOr 111 rh·e College of Liberal Arts. 
''I was a little overwhelmed. I 
haven't even had time to sit down 
a11d tl1ink about it. I feel very aood 
because this community has always 
been a 'giving' community. I think it 
l1appcns all the time ,but we don not 
say it a Jot. \Ve concentrate on the 
things \ve do that are negative'' she 
said. ' 
Parker said she plans to co0Unue-
l1er academic career, and event ually 
earn her Ph.D. 
• 
......---------· '} 
' 
Undergrad o.rdained at 19, 
By Linda Looney and Deidra FOrd 
Hilltop S1aff Reporters 
----
A Howard Hniversity sophomore 
has taken a leadership role in the 
ministry. Nineteen-year-old Charles 
Lee Brown received his license to 
become a minister of the African 
Methodist Episcopal Church (AME) 
in December of last year. 
''When you have a divine calling 
it becomes apparent to you and other 
people that the Lord is going to use 
you in a special way," he said. 
''It was four years ago thall decid· 
ed to really give my life to Christ '' 
Brown explained . ' 
Metro station takes 
H.U. name 
Carn1en Turner, executive director 
of Metro and a Howard University 
graduate, said she is in favor of the 
name selection. 
The current subway lines that are 
available include the red, green 
yellow, orange and blue lines that ex-
tend in10 Washington, Maryland and 
Virginia . 
The green line sub"'a)' ·entrances at 
U street between 10th and: 13th streets 
N.\\' . has been named U street 
Howard University, according to 
Marilyn Dicus, Metro spokesperson. 
The U street station will open in 
1990. 
According to Dicus. Howard' s 
.. 
Brown, ·a native of Baltimore said 
that while he and his family h~d at-
tended church regularly 1and his 
grandfather was a deacon, the main 
inspiration in his becoming a minister 
''would have to be Jesus Christ.'' 
Brown said after he consulted his 
pastor, he followed the procedure of 
preparing and delivering a first ser· 
mon, and then going before the 
Steward Board, members of the 
church appointed by the pastor to 
serve as heads of the church. 
Based on the sermon and review 
with 1he board, he said the board 
recommended he be presented before 
the presiding elder for ordainment at 
News Briefs 
name was suggested by the D.C. 
government. 
Construction on the nine billion 
dollar subway line began last summer 
and will extend from Gallery place to 
the Greenbelt and Branch subway 
stations in Prince Georges County . 
· Construction has blocked the 7th 
street Georgia Avenue area beginn-
in~ last year at 7th and P streets N. W. 
Congested traffic extends begins at U 
street and 14th street endingd at u 
and Seventh streets. The shelters at 
the Howard subway stop will extend 
~Y escalator and steps into the sta-
tion. There is no indication that train 
fare will increase for the upcoming 
vear. 
Drama news 
Actress, Lynn Whitfield. a 1975 
·r 
the church's quarterly conference. 
''He asks you why Y"O u feel you've 
been called to be a minister '' Brown 
explained. Then, he said, (here is a 
ceremony and the candidate receives 
his license to become a minister . 
Brown said a minister differs from 
a reverend in that a reverend is 
authorized to perform such 
c_eremonies as weddings and bap-
tisms, whereas a minister generally 
preaches . 
He said, howe\•er, '•Preaching is 
only one facet of evangelism.'' 
Brown said as a minister, ' 'you at-
tend to any needs in the church that 
0 Conlinued o n page 16 
Howard drama graduate, " 'ill receive 
a guest award at 1he Second Alumni 
Reception for the Drama 
Department . 
Wendy Robinson, Eric Ruffin , 
W~yne York and Marlow W yatt, all 
drama students, l1ave been selected as 
commpetitors for the Debbie Allen 
Phylicia Ayers Allen Rashad Tuitio~ 
Scholarship. The winner will be 
decided after Allen and Rashad 
revie·~'' the performanl·es of 1hc 
contestant s. 
CORRECTION··· ln the article en· 
li tled ''Students Ex press Unhap 
piness' ' in lhe April, 17 issue of Th 
Hilltop Lancelot Brown who wa 
quoted as a dra ma major is not 
enrolled in the College of Fine Arts. 
We regret an)' inconviences this m&)' 
have caused . 
' 
• 
• 
'• O:llle.ge is a very fulfill-
ing e~rienre. You can study 
the philosophy of the ancient 
Greeks. While le,arning the 
cuslDms of the modern ones. 
But before you ran 
oontinue ID pursue these lofty 
goals. you'll need something 
more than eggerness. You' I I 
need cash. And that's where 
we come in. 
· Right now. F.quitable 
Bank has a variety of student 
loans ID help you through 
oolle.ge. They're simple ID 
apply for. Easy ID afford. And. 
in some c.ases. they don't 
have ID be paid back until 
after graduation. _ 
If you'd like more 
information on our student 
loans. mail the oourx>n below · 
or give us a c.all. 
~oreyeu know ~~·11 
be we,ar1ng your graduation 
robes. Instead of your sheets .. 
r•···------···----------- . I •••••••••1 
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Nursing project benefits 
students, shelter residents 
By Samutl D. OwtM 
Hilltop Staff Reponer 
- - - . 
For the past two months, a group 
i>f Howard nursing students have 
voluntarialy been working in the 
medical clinic of the federal City 
Shelter for Homeless Men on Second 
and D streets in N.W. The students 
take blood pressurt checks, and give 
medical accessmcnts to the homeless 
men, according to Bernardine Lacey 
an instructor who teaches in the 
undergraduate and graduate pro-
grams of the School of Nursing. 
Each week, usually ofi a Thursday 
afternoon, Lacey supervises and 
assist the student in their work at the 
shelter clinic. She says lessons that are 
taught in the classroom, are perfected 
at in the clinic. 
Cassandra Walker, a graduating 
senior, intiatcd the shelter visits as 
part of a class project for indepen-
dent study project to volunteer 
students, servicing underscrvcd 
District populations. She and 
c'1<usmates brought the idea to the at-
tdption of Lacey, who also serves as 
a medical consultant to the facility's 
sponsor, the Community for Creative 
Non-Violence, (CCNV) an advocacy 
organization for the homeless. 
The project quickly evolved into a 
serious effort to help the homeless. 
''It's more than just a grade,'' said 
Walker, adding ''after being there 
you realize the magnitude of the pro-
blem.'' · 
Indeed, according to Walker, their 
first venture into the shelter was an 
eye-opening experience . She 
discovered that a majority of the men 
wer black and had very little regard 
for or a belief in, rountinc medical 
care. 
That week said Michelle Loftland 
also graduating senior the men view-
ed them intially as unwanted 
strangers. ''At first they were 
wondering why we were here,'' she 
said . 
''A lot of the people do not believe 
in health care," said Walker, giving 
one reason for their suspicion. .. 
However following their rounds of turso as he pointed out the areas of 
the shelter the nu'rse's warm per- discomfort. ''Do they come and go,'' 
sonalities wore well with the men. she asked. ''Come and go," he 
''They act to trust you after a while,'' responded. Lacey asked whether he 
said Loftland, who is quite comfor- received any medicine from a doctor. 
table working in the clinic. She says He said yes. ''Whate kind of 
only her graduation may deter her medicine did he give you?'' ''I don't 
form the clinic. ., know,'' He then showed Lacey a cou-
She says not even rumors of pie bottles of pills and she confirm-
violence in the shelter has swayed her cd that the dates \Vere still valid. 
from her service, though her husband ''Have you been drinking anything?'' 
tells her to be watchful and careful she then said. "Just lemon and lime 
in the way she dresses. She says she soda.'' ''Any alcohol?'' ''Yesterday 
has only witnessed a few bouts ofver- afternoon.'' ''Do you have hi&h 
bal al'i tJse bet.ween the men, though blood pressure?'' ''yes." His blood 
lightheared calls for marriage pressure was indeed high. It read 
directed at the students go 162/ 70. This was a typical scenario 
unanswered. for the group's work day, according 
In a visit to the shelter during th.ier to Lacey. 
fourth week the students along with From there the group informs the 
Lacey screened the men for medical volunteer doctor from Catholic 
problems and injuries, as well as gave University of the man's illness and go 
a class on seizures. Loftland said on to their other duties. 
seizures are common among the At the blood pressure table the 
homeless men at the shelter, who she men discuss thier problems with Lacy 
says suffer from a high rate of while their rate is taken, adding off-
alcholism. hand anecdotes from time to time. 
''After being there you 
realize the magnitude of 
the problem. • • '' 
-Cassandra Walker 
When the group first approached 
the shelter they were greeted by men 
standing sitting at the entrance who 
were happy to sec them: 
Upon their going inside they were 
bombared with questions about 
blood pressure checks. After settling 
in at the clinic , they went upstairs to 
the newly renovated half of the 
shelter to check on a man complain-
ing of abdominal pains. 
The man was snugly wrapped 
under his sheets and blankets when 
they came near hsi bed. Lacey ques-
tioned him about his illness, while the 
students looked on. 
When she asked him about how 
bad the pains were he said it was 
''very painful . '' She eyed his uppocr 
One man explained to Lacey the 
hassles of taking bllod pressure pills. 
He says he docs not take dope, 
medicine included. The reason he 
says, is because he feels no pain. 
''That's why they call it the silent 
killer,'' said Lacey. 
Loftland and Walker teach a class 
on seizures and epilepsy to er group 
· six to eight men roaming in and out 
of the lounge area. The two students 
taught the men the symptoms and 
proper treatment for related illness. 
They said the best way for the men 
to treat seizures is to stay in the best 
state of health, get the right amount 
of sleep, and to stay away from 
alcohol. They told the men that 
alcohol withdrawal will cause 
seizures, and one the withdrawals 
pass, the seizures may go away. 
After the students caught the atten-
tion of the group with hypothetical 
situations that might happen in the 
shelter questions and stories flowed 
from the men. One man dressed like 
a veteran was a quite through in the 
symptoms and procedures for 
treating-the disease. 
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Pto1e1ton from OCl'Oll the country ioin thne New York Union memb1r1 in tali.i119 to the 1111111 to MOrch 
ogafnat Reagan's Policy on South Africa and Central America lost 1aturday. Detpite rainy wwllar, 60,000 
morchen turned out. 
Cleaning house lends profits 
By Deidra Ford 
Hilltop Staff Repor1er 
- ning in brightly painted yellow and 
green station wagons to clean the 
homes of busy Washingtonians. They 
cafry their own supplies and usually 
return by late afternoon. As more Washingtonians join the business world, they leave thier 
domestic work for someone else; that 
is why housecleaning services such as 
The Maids of Capitol Hill are "clean-
ing up'' all over the Washington 
. ' metropolitan area. 
The Maids of Capitol Hill, Inc., 
2640 Recd Street, N.E., is owned and 
operated by G. Jean Davis and 
Harnetha Ford, two Black 
businesswomen who, as a result of 
the lact of time they both had to do 
their own housework, saw a definite 
need for a housecleaning service here 
in the nations's capitol. 
When the company first opened in 
July 1982, ''we had only two workers 
and we were cleaning about three or 
four houses a week," Ford said. To-
1 day, The Maids cleans approximate-
ly 2S to 30 houses a week and have 
a staff of eight employees, which are 
usually women. 
Two teams of four, dressed in 
uniform, leave the office every mor-
''The majority of our customers 
are single, professional people as well 
as households where both the hus-
band and wife work," Ford said. 
''On the average it usually takes a 
team 4S to 90 minutes to clean a 
home and each employee is assigned 
to a specific area of the house. One 
person cleans the kitchen, one person 
cleans the bathrOom and the remain-
ing team members dust and clean the 
bedrooms, living rooms, dining room 
and any extra rooms there may be." 
The Maids of Capitol Hill, Inc. is 
part of a franchise called The Maids 
International, Inc. which is based in 
Omaha, Nebraska . Each franchise 
owner is fequired to undergo a 
rigorous training course before 
receiving his certification. This in-
cludes learning how to run the 
business efficiently ~ well as learn-
ing how to clean homes. 
''When we first opened. I even had 
to go out and clean houses until we 
got on our feet," recalls Ford. 
She also adds that The Maids is a 
. unique cleaning service because it is 
part of a franchise operation which 
requires each maid to undergo a two 
week training program, and there are 
a chain of The Maids franchise open-
ing up nationwide. 
With the highest percentage of its 
customers being in the Bethesda and 
Chevy Chase area, Qoth Ford_and 
Davis are concerned about reaching 
those residents of the neighboring 
black communities. 
''One of the reason we decided to 
open the business and have our loca-
tion here in Northeast as opposed to 
downtown was so that we would be 
able to offer jobs to minorities in the 
neighboring communities,'' Ford 
said. 
The company has succeeded in 
supplying not only Blacks but a 
number of Hispanic with jobs too. 
Ford also said that she plans to 
participate in Mayor Marion Barry 
Jr. 's summer ...xouth employment pro-
gram so that may help young people 
as well . 
.'I. . !"~l\~#l~~f lJ(~~-cJ~iJn-s of 
c.es on .. Barry atio.fi::. in brief • 
INCIEDllLE. 
A llOIEL IOOM IN ll1C JOI ONLY $55 A NIGHT. 
It's absolutely true . Clean. comfortable rooms clt>se l(l all 
major attractions starting at just SSS a night . Al The New Times 
Square Hotel located in the midst of New York · s theater disl rict . 
Our price is not based on double occupancy. so you don"t pay 
double the advertised price . All rooms are newly ,remodeled and 
include cable color TV1 ,And we"ll even throw in continental· breakfast and free parking . So how do we do it? Call us t<lll -free 
a1 1-800-242-4343 for all the details. 
Toll-free, 1~242-4343 
Weekly Raia Av-allb&e 
Sptt'-1 Ra&n for Studencs 
' .<. 
25S West 43rd Street 
New York . N . Y. 10036 
(212) 3S4-7900 
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By Naomi Travers 
Hilllop Staff Reporter 
D.C. Mayor Marion Barry, in a 
statement Monday night, said that he 
and a 23 year-old part-time model 
had been ''victimized by the competi-
tion of the two newspapers in our ci-
ty who elevated a nonstory ." 
In a television interview on Moday, 
Grace T . Shell, the model whom he 
had visited on March 28, sparking an 
arguement with her Capitol Hill 
landlord, repeated earlier statements 
complaining that the mayor called 
her repeatedly for more than a month 
in an attempt to visit her or have her 
meet him. 
Shell, in an interview with WUSA-
TV (Channel 9), took issue with 
statements by aides to the mayor that 
on the evening before the March 28 
visit, she had called Barry and invited 
him over to meet her son Marcus. 
'~My son is three years-old,'' Shell 
said. ''He docs not know, nor dodes 
he ven care who the Mayor of 
Washington is. '' 
Accompanied by her boyfriend 
Robby E. Meekins, also 23, Shell 
repeated statements she made last 
week during several interviews with 
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The Washington Post concerning 
what she called Barry's persistent 
pursuit despite her repested refusals 
to see him. Barry's 'des have said 
some of the phone lls between 
Barry and Shell wer initiated by 
Shell. 
Last week, top aides to Barry con-
firmed that the mayor's March 28 
visit to Shell had caused a quarrel 
with Jan Evered, Shell's landlady. 
Evered's sister is an editOr at the 
Washington Times. On April 24, the 
Times published an account of the 
visit in a gossip column. The item ran 
under the headlin _ ''Droit du 
seigneur,'' a French phrase describ-
ing the sexual perquisites of lords in 
feudal Europe. 
Barry's press secretar)'., Annette 
Samuels, dismissed the' item as 
''gossip,'' but last week s~e and 
Barry's legal counsel Herbert 0. Reid 
confirmed phone calls between Shell 
and the mayor . 
''It appears as though Miss 
, Samuels and the mayor have been 
victimized by the competition of two 
newspapers in our ccity who elevated 
a nonstory that has become greater 
than warranted," the issued state-
ment read. 
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Whitehead reunited with Baby M 
Surrogate mother Mary Beth 
Whitehead had what she describ-
ed as a ''great'' reunion with her 
year-old daughter, seeing her for 
the first time since she lost custody 
of Baby M. 
Whitehead had not seen the 
baby she bore under a $10,000 
contract for William Stern since 
March 31 when a Bergen County 
Superior Court judge upheld the 
contract, gave custody to Stern 
and terminated Whitehead's 
parental and visiting rights. 
The New Jersey Supreme Court 
agreed to hear Whitehead's appeal 
of the ruling and set oral 
arguments for Sept. 14. 
The coun would not stay the 
custody order but ruled that 
Whitehead should be allowed to 
see her daughter for two hours 
each week while the litigation 
continues. 
't 
Condom advertising cleared 
Condom manufacturers have 
been given Government approval 
to advertise that latex condoms 
can help prevent the spread of 
AIDS. 
They had been barred ·from do-
ing so unitl last week, even though 
Dr. C. Everett Koop, the Surgeon 
General, and other government 
officials have been saYing it for 
them for months. " 
Although condom labeling 
typically has said condoms are in-
tended to prevent the spread of 
disease, manufacturers had not 
been allowed to make specific 
claims about their effectiveness in 
preventing acquired immune defi-
ciency syndrome or other diseases. 
The permission to advertise the 
benefits of condom use in the 
prevention of AIDS came with 
guidelines dated April 7 and made 
public last Friday by the Food and 
Drug Administration, which 
regulates medical. devices. 
David Duarte, an agency 
spokesman, said the pidclines 
were in response to applications 
from several manufacturers seek-
'ing permiuion to mention AIDS 
in their labeliq and advenisiq. 
In a letter to condom manufoc-
turen. the apncy urld ooncloms 
mode with natural _....._ 
miaht have a different pa n111blli-
ty than latex and not lend 
tbeauelvt1 to the same deSJ ee or 
quality contr0l. "In the in1ere11 or 
prudence. therefore, F.D.A. Is re-
qu1 ''natbMJOUnotlabelsstmal 
mr 1•brane condom• for .. otac-
tlon tplDlt"' ,..ua11y tr<" ltlcl 
dl1112•, the latter uid. · 
' Mosl disbelieve Reagan on Iran 
Two of three Americans say ' 
they believe President Reagan is 
· not telling the truth about the 
Iran-contra affair, a sharp in-
crease since a month ago, accor-
ding to a Washington Post-ABC 
News poll. 
Despite the president's attempts 
in recent weeks to answer the 
criticism of the Tower special 
review board and to shift public 
attention to other matters, the poll 
shows that the president's overall 
approval rating has not improved 
and public skepticism about the 
Iran-contra affair has grown. 
At the same time, however, the 
survey found that, by 2 to 1, 
Americans also believe Reagan is 
.honest. Surveys done for the 
White House by pollster Richard 
Wirthlin have shown a similiar 
trend, in which Reagan is describ-
ed by those questioned as generally 
honest but not telling the truth 
about Iran. 
The new survey comes as 
Reagan's advisers are planning a 
shift in emphasis in the president's 
agenda, hoping to take advantage 
of a period of relative quiet. 
Grand jury expected Jn Bond case 
A federal grand jury is expected 
any day now to be&in to looking 
· ~- into charges of caocaine abuse 
lodged against vct.cran black civil 
rights leader Julian Bond and 
some of his close friends by his 
estranged wife of 2.5 years, sources 
in Atlanta said. 
Federal authorities arc also in-
vestigating whether top public of· 
ficials and friends of Bond couml-
ed Alice Bond to reconsider her 
charges, which she later retracted, 
the sources said. 
Mayor Andrew Young, rericbcd 
by local · reporters. said be con-
tacted Aliet Bond Mmcb 25 after 
a briefing by police cllitf on ber 
alleptions. He NpOrlediy told her 
that "if she wu Just passing 
rumors, she shouldn"t do anytbina 
in a fit of emotion.'' 
Young said. "I basically called 
not u a mayor, I b•Pcally aa•'ed 
a youna lady tllaC I tbousbt mi)lbl 
have b110 in dlet1ea.'' 
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Botha reelection--protested 
By Deldn Ford 
Hilhop Staff Reporter 
' Despite the riots and t.he labor 
strikes which blacks staged 1n protest 
of the 19th whites-only election in 
South Africa, President Pieter W. 
Botha and the rulina National Party 
won by a landslide, Wednesday. 
Both the liberal Pro1ressive 
Federal Party and the far-right Con-
servative Party v.•ere crushed by 
Botha's National Party, and once 
again, it retained its 127-seat majority 
in the 178-seat white chamber of 
Parliament, according to published 
news sources. 
Over I million blacks staged a na-
tionwide strike in protest of their 
77-ycar long exclusion from the elec-
tion on Wednesday, May 6. 
There was a heavy concentration 
of security forces, but little violence 
displayed by the participants in the 
strike, according to published news 
sources. 
As black clerks refused to report 
for work, white employers replaced 
them in the department stores of cen-
- tral Johannesburg, and the normal 
flow of customers practically ceased 
as shoppers stayed home because of 
the fear of a repeat of two bomb at-
tacks that occurcd on Tuesday, May 
s. 
In several urban areas, the Na-
tionalists won surprise victories 
because these victories arc tradi-
tionally dominated by the progresivc 
Federal Party. 
crowd Lhat the meeting had been 
l>anned by order of a Johannesburg 
magistrate acting under South 
Africa's Internal Security Act, 
students surroundc Mandela with 
their arms linked and moved toward 
a sports building. 
The meetina, which was held under 
a banner reading ••one Man, One 
Vote,'' was called· as an effort to 
discuss ways the academic communi-
ty could keep peace with the protest 
that antiapartheid groups and black 
unions were displaying against the 
election. 
However, as riot police began to 
w.scmble along the outskirts of the 
rally site and students began to move 
toward the spoI:ts building, a faculty 
'member pleaded with the authorities 
to believe that it was a peaceful 
aathering. But after a brick was 
thrown, police in full riot gear charg-
ed toward the students as they 
chanted "Nazis!", said a published 
report . · 
This was said to be the bi88est an-
tiapartheid ·demonstration since the 
state of emergency was declBI:ed 11 
· months ago. according to the in-
dependent Labor Monitoring Group. 
Johannc~ '; urg's integrated city 
neighborhood of Hill brow, where an 
influx of blacks, i.ndians and ••col-
oreds' ' of mixed race turned the 
neighborhood into a ••grll)' area' ' 
despite residential segregation, was 
included in this category, said 
published news sources. 
Students at Johannesburg's 
predominantly white University of 
the Witwatersrand were arrested 
because of rioting that occured as 
they were forced to end an outdoor 
meeting at which Winnie Mandela, 
wife of imprisiOned African National 
Congress leader Nelson Mandela. 
was to have spoken on Monday, May 
Tear gas canisters and rubber 
bullets were fired by police and sho.rt-
ly after. some 130 students were 
taken away. 
' 
From Johannesburg to Durban, 
(the area that is most plentiful in min-
ing and industry), the streets were fill-
ed with blacks who said that they 
would rather miss two days of wages 
rather than to contribute to the ap-
pearance of nonnality that would oc-
cur during an election which denies 
lhree-quarters of the population' s 
parti~ipation . 
4. ·' 
:\fter a student spokes~an told the 
That same day, tear gas was fired 
in another campus incident that oc-
cured later that afternoon when a 
group of students attempted to attend 
a mcetin'g with a faculty committee 
conccrninG a two-day staff strike 
which began Tucsda:Y, May S in pro-
Lest of the election. 
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Summer School - 1987 
SESSIONS 
First Session 
Six.Week Session 
Second Session 
• 
. . 
• 
• 
May 17 · June 20 
.May 17 - June 27 
June 22 - July 25 
.-
'~ 
Howard University is offering over 300 graduate and undergraduate 
credit courses , including courses involving travel in the U .S. and abroad . 
A sampling of the many subjects scheduled i s shown below: 
Art 
Botany 
Business Admil). 
Classics 
Computer Applications 
Economics 
Education 
English ~· 
. . 
-· 
Foreign Languages · 
Geology and Geography 
History 
Mathematics 
Philosophy 
Psychology 
Sociology 
Howard University is also offering the following non-credit courses: 
SPSS PS' (Basic) (I CEU) 
DisplayWritc 4 (I CEU) 
dBase Iii Plus t2 CEU) 
Introduction to the Macintosh (I CEU) 
SPSS PC' (Advanced)(! CEU) 
LOTUS 1-2-3 (I CEU) 
Microsoft Chart (I CEU) 
Enrollment in the computer courses is limited, and scats arc reserved 
on a first-come, first-served basis . 
During the week, classes are scheduled as early as 7:30 am , and as late 
as 8:00 pm. 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CALL (202) 636-6792 OR 
6792 OR MAIL THE FORM BELOW TO: 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
- WASHINGTON, D.C. 20059 
• 
-----------------------------------------------------PLEASE SEND ME ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
OSummer School Course Schedule 
OFall Non-Credit Course Bulletin 
OApplication lor Admi1sion 
OContinuing Education Flyer 
• 
Address,_· -------------------
-City 
• 
Japan takes heat ()D trade 
• • • • 
By Sm• .. Aln••d1r Ull DeWn , .... 
HWl"I> Steff Repanen 
' ' 
A week after Japan's Prime 
Minister Y11ohi<0 Nlltuone vlaited 
the U.S. in an 1ucmpt to end recent-
ly impoeed tJ.s. bode unctions 
against Japanese products, thet 
Reaaan adminiltration is boastin& o 
its support of free trode. 
However, accordina to State 
Department sources, the issue con-
frontina the U.S. is not questionable 
Japanese trade practices and the con-
sequential $300 million in U.S. trade 
sanctions. but a whole new issue of 
excusing poor-quality American 
goods by accusing countries such as 
Japan for dishonesty in their 
dealings. 
"Basically, J>CQpJe .are blamina 
Japan for our own faults," said Rick 
Seltzer, profe5sor of political science 
at Howard. 'The fault' of the U.S. 
is that Americans' are not producina 
anything competitive to put on the 
market, he said. Jn a system of 
capitalism. the manaaement force 
docs not want the working force in-
volved in .any decision-makina pro-
cess for fear of losing control, Seltzer 
explained. However, iWithout 
cooperation between the designers 
aod the builders, a polished product 
will not result, as is _ _!.he case in the 
Aincrican ind.Ultrial world. ellmimte the burion or ottW CD 
"Americana love to bhme the trla, be ltdtled. 
other penon, •• Seltzer Aid. But it ii ''The 1dmjnlttiation ii particullr-
not unfair of J•pt'" to lake ldVlntqe ly SUOlll aptin1t the °-= port 
Of an American weak-.1, he added. Of the bill,' Said I StatC11 It 
"An example (of an American .spokeunan. The amendment by a.p. 
weakneu) would be the VCR in- Richlrd Clephudt (D-Mo.) would• 
dustry which wu developed in the quire immediate ret•Hotlo:.:=:i: 
U .s. but which will ncver reap any Japan llDd other tntd•q 
benefits be:auae U.S. manqement that 11\,Aintain enormous trade 
was not willing to take a short-term surpluses throuah unfair tactic:I, ac-
loss in order to m•ke a Iona-term cordin1 to published news sources. 
gain." Japan wu willlna to take such Jleapn bu expressed that be woald 
a risk and u a resul't, ten years later, support • !ride bill that misht en p: 
is n•lina the industry. There are no from the House, Senate and ronee. 
VCR's manufactured in the U.S., quential conference committee, ac-
Seltzer said. . cording to the State ~ment. 
The recent House passaae of a 
trade bill mandatina U.S. retaliation 
against unfair trade practices has left 
the Reapn administration fighting 
Conams. occordina to State Depart-
ment sources. The bill, approved by 
the House last week, proposes swoep-
ina trade legislation thayvould target 
countries that maintaiftl larae trade 
surpluses with the U.S. The bill 
would also address the $170 billion 
U.S. trade deficit, according to 
published news sources. 
11The Reagan administration 
believes in free trade and in .-p-
proaching the market without putting 
up barriors of our own,'' said a 
spokesman for the St•te Departrltent. 
Reagan would rather work to 
''I think Reaaan wants to end the 
sanctions. but he is fightin1 apinst 
Congress,'' Seltz.er said. The House 
passag• of the trade bill tends to pro-
mote a form of protectionism which, 
accordina to Seltzer. ''can't aet you 
anywhere." People think if the bill is 
passed in the Senate, it will solve 
America's problem, Seltzer said. But 
the real problem, acccirclina to 
Seltzer, is dealina with U.S. indusbill 
management and a bloated 
bureauCracy. The consequence is a 
poor-quality American product that 
Dover-priced, he said. The Iona-term 
solution is to build better products, 
Seltzer added. For ri&ht now though, 
the trade market wifi probably con-
tin~e on the same lines, he said. 
Commentarv 
Year proves w~~!th•~~ .. ~n~~~~~homy~su.ofth• 
B_y Daniel Sparks aback by paranoid government cen- massive trade imbala"ft' with Japan. 
Hilltop Starr Reporter sorhip, the Chinese encouraa:ed dis- As a result of the influx of Japanese-
At th I f th sent and the coverage of it. Alas, the made goods, the dollar fell to an iii-
. e cose ~ everr year, . e Beijinggovernmentofl>engXiopeng time low against the Japanese Yen, 
H1/ltoP. customarily pubhshes stones balked at the protests eventually and threatening U.S. industries that are 
reflecting on the events .that have they were shut doivn with the usual all but banned from the Ja_. 
taken pl~ce here at Ho"'.ard. So, t~e Chinese efficiency. But for a time marketplace. With increasin~ 
1nterna!ton8;1 Page being no dif- they were allowed, and some credit pressure from congress, the President 
ferent, 15 d~ing t~e same. Th~ scope must go to the Deng government authorized a series of import tariffs 
however, will be increased to include which has undertaken a western-style on select Japanese goods. 
the world at-larae. economic policy. In other words, Characteristically, Tokyo screamed 
Last year saw triumphs as well as . good;<>l~ America:: capitalis~ !~ bloody murder and insisted that they 
tragedies enough to appear on these flounshin~tnselect freeenterpnse had con~ed enough. to the U.S. 
pages, one of the first being the latest ~ones. China is moving aw~wardly !hey claimed that c:en_ain U.S. goc;vts 
furor started by the South African into the 20th century, .and. 1t ~s Just '!ould not sell .. in J•P'\"• like 
government of P .W. Botha. With t~atanotherC9~un1stg1~t~s1t- Amencan made sk11s, because t~ 
world outcry rising against his na- tins. up ~d paymg attention. the texture of Japan~ snow was dif-
tion's Apartheid policies coupled Soviet. Union. . . ferent from Amencan snow. Reaaan 
with increasina violence and unrest in 'Yhile the Soviets dtd no_t .••- h~d heard enough; and went through 
the black townships, he saW the only penence anr m~s protests, . First with th~ restr1ct1ons anywa_~r 
avenue open to quell the storm; ccn- Scc!et~ Mikhai~ Gor~.oi<.._\~hQU81>,ic hurt the d~uc 
sorship. What made this move more per1ment1~ '?"! his OWJ\ e• ~·~~bf fr!md, Japanese Primt 
startlingthanothermovesrestricting r~· he .~nut1at~ a P '' .of MilliSter y Nakasone. 
the western press was the fact that for glasnost .,o! openess .which The pressure pla~ on Nakasone 
the first time Botha turned 00 h.is made the Russians more acccs1ble to becaus.;e of the "!111"1 eco~y at 
own press. No pictures or stories t~e Vfest~m press than ~t any other h~me is threaterung the stability of 
reporting violence in the townships time in history. The SoVIet press ex· his aove~en~. and he may ~ fore· 
that the government did not want ~ to rell&ll this fall before his term 
known were !ublished. But the While in South Africa the ~ up. If he ~ leave, a Japuose 
government di not stop at just de- tak back by leader not.so friendly to the U.S. moy 
nying it's own people the freedO!D of press WllS en 8 be SWepl mtO ofr"'." On ~I WaVC ~fa 
speech and press. It even took away paranoid govemmeat cea- .Japanese dccton11e: s b1<7 ash_ 
their bumper sticker and t-shirt rights corship the Chinese en- the unpopular U.S. policy. 
as well. It seems that J>CQple displeas- 'd th of , 
ed with the government's policies courage e coverage ' Finally in lookina back at the year, 
were expressing their disatisfaction dlsent. - how could one leave out the master 
on their chests and cars. But under , of the "line of dq.th", Colonel 
the government's state of emeraency perienced a change alona the lines of Moammar Gaddhafi. Everyone 
guidelines, people doina such were opencss as well. Although still an ex- recalls the U.S. air strike against 
made subject to arrest and deteiltion tension of the Soviet government, the Moammar•s headquarters in Tripoli 
without charge or even trial for as press was turned loose to investigate in response to his backin& of several 
long as was deemed necessary. The slipshod production, corrupt civil ser- violent lightnina ottacks a11iost 
South African press, an independent vants, and food shortages in westerners in Europe. But how many 
estate similar to what exists here in Moscow. This opencss was over- people recall or even know about the 
the U.S. openly villified the aovem- shadowed thouah by, recent events invasion and occupation of Gbact that 
ment for the crackdown, someth.ina surrounding the KGB's compromis- Moammar launched? What made the· 
previously uncommon there~ in& of Marine auards and security at incident newsworthy tbouab wu the 
Ridiculous as Botha's move sound· the U.S.'s Moscow Embassy and fact that tiny, impovorishcd Chad 
ed at the time, in retrospect it was i Leniarad Consulate. The new kicked Moammor's lroOpl out of the 
gamble that 'paid off. There have openess displayed by the Soviet p!<ss northern half of their country after 
·been no significant increases in had a fteld dly wllb the story of lone- being occupied for three years. It 
violence in tlR: townships reported Jy Marines seduced by comely Rus· seems that the Colonel's dj•prisfied 
and if there were, the world would sian &iris on the KGB paytoll. The troops broke ranks llDd ran II the 
not know until after the fact anyway. entire !C':ndaJ Cllt a pall over the sight of the cbaraina Chadiam who 
• 
• 
While the South Africans were try- positive odv•nra made by Moscow used Toylita picltup trucks apln1t 
ina to halt public outcry, it was such as the release of Nobel laureate top-noo:h Soviet armor. So a..! ea-
welcome in China, where durina: the Andrei Sakharov from internal exile joyed a 1D1Jor victory 1 weapons 
winter there wu a scties o( un- in the city of Ci\lr!tf. Sakharov bu Wliidflll lllld a u.,an-rne bor,. 
precendented popular protests. The openly criticized his aovernment's Naturally, this page could not ac- • 
massive dCIJIOnstrations struck in policies openly without beiq picked COD'odate Ill of the majol- ..... 
several mainland cities pressina for up by the KGB. Also Tolstoy's 11Dr. events that took piece this e-R ii Nd 
democracy and areater economic Zhivago" printed here in the 1960'• year but;:. ~~rt - made to im-
reform. What wu just u suprising u wu finally allowed to be printed for part the tone that the .... , 
the collqe stude)tts leadina protests tbe fint time in the author's home · did take. In the com~, this 
for democracy wu that the central country. So, in nominina the nip- writerllmovlnatothe--Drialh&e 
government allowed the protests to nopattitudeoftheSovittl.theqllOI but wUl llill br'C his., .. OD the 
take place at all. They -• tol 1 oted 
and the western press had a field dly 
covering the story. 
tion remains. what to bpeCt oat? events of our pl•: et and rt '• effects. 
While the U .S: waited dumb- lt is my li!M'ft wilb (or p 11 :. In the 
founded for the latest Soviet antic, news year comina and In the liva of 
the Reaaan administration took the those of our Howard family. 
Around the world;.._· -------
< • 
Seoul-South Korean president, 
Chun Doo Hwan's party clwaed 
that a 11violent reYolution'' wu De-
ina plann~d by a new oppailitioa par-
ty. The Reunlflclllon Demoallic 
Party led by Khlt Young Som and 
Kim Dae Jung WIS inauaurated 
Friday. 
The Party vowed to rtlht for 
democracy and to revive parllamen-
~debate on • DOW COlllliltUioll. 
ucretUJ JI al of ('lmn'a 
aoYWDiDa D • eaadc Ju 1111 ,...,. 
wunrd die party - to trJ to ovw-
tura Cllua'a April 13 d1 cl+m to 
11<*"'9 d1blle cm dlrlc:I, 111 JM. 
Ottawa--Caaada ~ bllild nutJ~u-pow..t •••:JI~ 12 1 1 11 7 
to apand Ila W'' '="fl! I Tiie ~ ..... ii&•........ lllJCWlll 
to t11aW••• udtba 
Sovilt Olll "' 
. • ll ilJ -
• 
• 
• 
. ·The Department . of Alumni Af 
fairs extends congratulations and best 
wishes upon your graduation from 
Howard University. This is an 
. achievement of which you should 
justifiably be proud. Welcome to that 
select class known as Alumni! 
• 
' We are pleased to offer you a one-
year complimentary membership in 
the HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Your 
~ 
membership card and detailed infor-
t mation regarding HUAA and the < 
cl«bs,anf/..~$.(JP./a,tfQns~, tyil{ .f?.~ ~<t.nr fo. ,, . 
'" .Y'i"\:i!-~)li ~h,....ttf):'it t) o ) ~ I M •l,..tl/1 (•i.1.J;.,1_('.. f' fl.,!'}~ Jri I/',"'<.. f''"" •"'J' UU OJ U , r1 ·If 1 ·• !1' 11.1 .-• l , .1 ,,.. , ,1 '·' :•r• 
~ • '' - •-:-:t.J I,,, ..,..., .. ,,, .,.., C: i,~ 1 ,1111111 '01\ li:'°l >J • 1, • -·-'•-- · I 
As you enter your respective 
worlds, it would be wise for you to 
remember that although you have 
earned the right to a comfortable 
way of life, you have a MISSION -
the same mission that this Universi-
ty undertook when i( embraced you 
. as a freshman. Our mission is to 
enhance the future of the traditional-
.. ly disadvantaged and disenfranchis-
ed peoples of America, and to a great 
extent, the third world nations. Since 
you are now alumni, the legacy to en-
sure this continuing mission, rests on 
our collective shoulders. We, as a 
University, have striven to give you 
the best that we can offer. It is en-
-· tirely possible that some areas have 
been less than pe!fect -but it is with 
your support that we ~an pe!fect the 
system. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
, . 
• 
Your acquired and creative skills 
will be assets to the national and in- -~ 
ternational communities in ·which 
you reside. Yoy represent a select 
group of individuals who have over-
come great odds to achieve gradua-
tion from this ·great institution. Be 
/ . . 
assured that you no,w join a long line 
of distinguished alumni who have im-
pacted significantly on the business, 
political, scientific, legal and religious 
arenas. 
We at Howard, CHALLENGE 
you to go into the world community · 
and demi:mstiittie theiski/lslthat have 
-. 
contributed to your success,, You will 
be pleased to discover that you are 
competitive with any other graduate 
from, any other prestigious institu-
tion. We CHALLENGE you to sup-
,; port your Alma Mater spiritually, 
educationally and financially. It is on-
ly . with your assistance that we can 
contin1:1e to develop and produce in-
didviduals of your caliber and 
capabilities, despite the escalating 
odds. · 
So that we may keep abreast of. 
yaur progress, please inf()rm us of 
your current address and name 
changes, AND l~t us never forget 
that the generosity of others helped 
us to help YOU. Howard Universi-
ty now needs YOU. Help us to help 
others. 
• 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
\ • 
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From the Editor-in-Chief 
A look back for the grads 
The class of 1987 will definitely cheer today 
during the commcnccmcrlt exercises. As a 
graduate I will also shout the victory~ But, 
while sitting in our black robes 'and black caps 
with lassies dangling on the left side before 
crossing to the right we can look in retrospect 
to our first step onto Howard Urtivcrsity's 
campus. You have exactly five minutes. 
But, the good times rolled and shadowed out 
some of the negative. Snow ball fi"1ts on the 
yard was the highlight of every winter snow 
storm that closed down the university after one 
foot of snow. Any other time sitting on the 
wall in front of the quad or Bethune Hall was 
the move. The sizzling football games always 
ended with a camp meeting on the steps in 
front of Fine Arts to witness a showdown bet-
1 My mother, brother and I flew up from ween the Thunder Machine and the other 
Cocoa, Fla. in 1982 to view Howard. When band's drum section. 
I stepped onto "the yard" I knew H. U. was -
for me. Can my colleagues agree as they also 
sit and reminisce while PrcJidcnt Cheek is 
speaking. 
' 
As freshmen we stood in long registration 
lines while student accounts personnel waited 
to boggle our innocent minds with directions 
that slung us like yo yos from the valley to the 
hill to the A building always ending up in Burr 
Come on graduates, three more minutes, 
let's think a little harder. We have a few more 
minutes before we ·throw our hats in the air. 
Your subconscious minds arc filled with those 
rival basketball games such as Howard vee 
North Carolina A&T. To catch a cool breeze 
in the gym someone always started the 
''wave''. (If you didn't attend you can't 
possibly know what I mean) . · . 
:Gymnasium in a line shaped like a snake coil- . . . , 
ing arotlnd the entrances to the basketball . The Howar~ expencncc 1ust tsn t compl~e 
court. Runn.ing shorts, tank tops and aerobic without stepping o_ff campu~ to han11 out in 
11hoes, wcrc i'tizerder those days.' "· "' . G~orgctown or tak1qg ,the tram ou~JQ,~~f!,11 
. ·" '"" , Ctty. Good ole Metro! Where c:ooald·W'!>ha..,., , 
' 'l' 1611 IJ1•rt..: " h ' p • ' . .., 
, •. Ji9Jlsome, the first year'Cncount.eis .were in 11one w~t .,!!.\!t 11. 1rt1es on the yard, ' 
the mess hall or Blackburn Center cafeteria as - fellowsh1ps __ and step sh?ws were a common 
we lined up like tin soldiers for that basic everyday tliing. We'll miss them all I'm sure. 
breakfast, lunch and dinner with two meals on 
the weekends. By the end of the year everyone 
\\'Cot AWOL from powdered, eggs, lumpy 
grits, and pseudo at. , 
Let us think back n the yearly housing lot-
teries. Yes, I too was a homeless student like 
many others who sat on a waiting list basical-
ly waiting to be told no university housing was 
available. Luckily I slept in a friend's room 
until a space opened. Others slept in.J;ars or 
turned around and went home; yoll know, 
their permanent address. 
Out of all the fun we can't forget the long 
.nights studying for Functions I, QBA, Intro 
to Poli. Sci., Spanish and writing fifteen pa11c 
term papers overnight. Or can we? 
As your walk down memory lane ends the 
closing comments of the commcncelnent 
speaker will probably be helpful, President 
Cheek's advice won't cost anything and your 
department heads will pat you on the back as 
you take your degree. Was Howard U. really 
for you? Too late, your time is up. 
'Prize.' 
' ' ' I ' 
• 
Our eyes on the 
This is· !"Y final word. Saturday I step Kee~ing our eyes on the priz.e also meal1S'not · 
foward to 1010 the swelling ranks of Howard forgetting those who have struggled before us' 
alumni.But before I do I must share a few so that we would have better chance at getting 
thoughts inspired by J~an Williams' book · that job with that prestigious law firm, that 
''Eyes on the Prize''. For those who don't we could gain acceptance into that lvy_~c 
know, it is a historical book about the civil s~hool,. or obtain that loan for the house in a 
rights movement from 1954 to 1965. ruce neighborhood. 
We cannot forget our past when thousands 
As we end anc>ther school year at Howard 
Uruvcrs1ty, I say farewell to an institution that 
has been to me a source of fundamental educa-
tion. For. it is here that I have matured. It is 
on this campus that I've come to realize that 
there are vast worlds beyond my native New 
Y~rk.H~re I've met the people whose friend-
ship I wtll treasure for a lifetime. 
of people, many younger than we arc , put 
their lives on the line. just for a thing called 
'social equality'. Many times we rmd ourselves 
laughing at people who still preach about the -~ 
black struggle. We call them radical, but it 
does not take a radical mind to see where 
blacks arc today and where we seem to be 
beading. 
Commentary 
Nancee Lyons 
When eyes are kept on the prize you realize 
the stfU41Ie is never over. Because race is.still 
a ·factor m Amcriaa, tbcac will 11-ys be a con-
stant battle to flPt aplaet the uel>tYPcs and 
iporance wblcb pervade die dominant-white-
culturc. The atrualc la fat from over because 
for every bleclc IMll or Wl.'P'en who iucceed1 
there are hundreds IOOlt wbo d1111 vc but have 
not achieved the '?"• level of success. 
Self respect may be the way out.It may not 
solve all the problems, but It would no doubt 
erase the centuries of IClf hatred which bu 
c:harectcrizcd our eojourn on this continent. 
CeD!;t,..ttch other 'l'liapr' mlllt be stop-
ped. ~ It M!J.'t 1uppc11cd to w much 
when we use it {6 itt• 10 each other, it still 
implies our, cOilsent to the""lJ of abuse and 
oppression to which we have "- •llj1111ll. 
Roa rn•bcr a rKe that has no respect for ltlclf 
wll Jle\ler be respected. 
.. 
My messaae to underaracluates,the Clau of 
'87, and the Howard family as a whole:Kecp 
your eyes on the priz.e.Ncver lose liaht of who 
we are and why we attended Howard Ulilver-
sity. Just who are we? We are black coUeac 
students, aradu•aes and profesllionela. We are 
a select few. The minority amonpt mlnorltia 
who have been r- the Pl 1v1i.1e to pbtalg a 
unique brand o bilhcr education In ID even 
more unique lettlaa. 
We have a re1ponlibility not oa)J tel 
ourselves and our famllia, but to our rw aa 
well. We caa no loaaer afford an attitude of 
''I've aot mine so you pt youn '.Wt lhc-•!d 
show more con.:ean fm the felterllla 0011 of 
our race. Our people cannot l!dwiw OD die 
basis of sin&•e. ilolated wcNr<rm rm•. CoU10-
tive adVlnc c nct Ip'' lied bJ tbe lllfllla 
sacrifice of a few, even tbe 'Howard ftw', la 
poasiblc . 
. . . .. ~ .. 
• 
•• 
.... . 
•• .. 
• 
.... ' -~ . 
. "" 
. ' . . . ..... . .. .... 
'-°! •' • '"9 I 
' ) 
• • 
.Lau~Lfl fo; ,tne .good and darts Jor the bad that we witnessed 
• 'j ... l .. ' 
•.. ' •'I 0•• • J'o f 101, ~1 •t1 } 
la•ll -.to the Hgward-.Univentty La•rel ·to Robena MO(i;lood1.direc· 
•1.,.Footbe•• 112• for a 1-S 111rvm. tor· of Blackburn :1l,University 
They pn Howanl students r. reason <;em~. Her· ... n~us ae:tions helped 
to~ proud and brousht .our' pride nrrdystudenuJIOOhes:tirdessefforts 
blck. ' imprOved·tbe qua,lity of,~he,ca(eteria 
food •• '· ' i , •• , f1j·· ,., ·"· 
'• La...t • to the mens bUkctball team I 1. ,, -fJr (1.::1 , '.),; 
Dart - to Lloyd Royal for !lb tenure 
as Undersroduatc Trustee in which 
no one (cspttially the Undcrmraduatc 
student body) knew what was aoiJll 
as fat as the Board of Tn11tc01 wu 
concerned. 
• 
for their Ions wtantna 1treak-. , 
Althousb It ended badly. building 
our hopes for a NCAA Toumam"'lt 
bid wa1 excittn1 and a \ little 
disappointing. 
. ,,../ 
Dart - to Howard .frc;sidcpt J~ames. 
E. Cheek and 1the,Bo11fd o[ T(A\stres for hiking tuition aaain this ~ar and 
for not improving University services 
to go along with ·the 'U,tcrease. ' 
., . 
' ' .. 
" i , I ·I ; 
Laurel - to the Community News for 
winnin1 Best All-Around Student 
Newspaper in Region 2 "Mark of Ex· • 
cellence Competition'' · from . the 
Society of Professional Journalists 
Sigma Delta Chi. ' 
.. ' I 
La•rel • to Mark · Scabrookcs for 
writing, producing and directin1 
SCYered sreat productions in the Col-
tqe of Fine Arts this year. 
La•rel a Dart- to the outaoing 
HUSA. Administration for the pro-
peuivc and educaiio-.J . prosrams 
put on thil year and clan for bustin1 
their bud&ct and running around .the 
world withont k~ing the student 
body infoimed. 0 
Dart - to the anonilts of Meridian 
Hill and thieves of Slowe who made 
life very uneasy for the ·residents of 
both dorms. 
• 
Laarel • to Ricky Wilkins, who 
dispitc !osin1 the HUSA dections in 
186 was director of the Homecoming 
Committee and who as a rcsull of his 
various activities on campus was 
. awarded Student of The Year by the 
Ofroce of Student Life and Activities. 
Dart - to Howard University s«rui-
ty Services for their failures to make 
the campus safer. StUdents still got 
robbed and attacked displtc the 
complaints. 
.', ,J l'l?fi l J;>tf~c!I 
Laarel - to the HU administration for 
finally making Afro-Amercan 
Studies mandatory for incoming 
freshmen in ·I987 . ·· 
Dart - to Rev . Mendenhall, dorm 
counselor of Sutton Plaza for revok-
ing visitation- rights for all the 
students time and again because a few 
dorm resident& ~broke the rules. 
·1 :. c. 1·1, "'"'' · 
' •I ''.• ·• ,f•.,J, I 
Lllattl · to the members of .Alpha 
Chapter Alpha Kap1111 Alpha Sorori· 
ty, Inc., and .Delta ·.,Sipia Theta 
Sorority, Inc, for: their fundraising 
activities which h,clpcd the needy and 
underprivileged.both here in the U.S. 
&net abfO,ad. ,<• r • !' , . I 
I ifi>,.. 1.1<' 
Dart · , tQ •he fr,at~·DUY members, 
football players and ·various other 
organizations, ytho 'constantly started 
fights at various: How•rc;I aQtivities 
including the most recent incident ai 
the Pan-Hellenic Courcil's Block 
Show. · ' ' ··· · 1'' 
' . . . ' 
' • • t 
Laurl!I - to the QrCelC~ lettCrcd 
orgartizations.Jha1 ' had; , th~ ~ledge 
Clubs this semester and managed to 
not be ptit on' pro'baiion as a' result 
of illegal pledging activities. · ' 
. ' ) ~· 
' ' ; 
LETTERS 
• 
' Laurel - to Purvette Bryant, Naomi 
Travers, John Blake, Kuac ICdch 
and Olaniyi Arckc, all students in the 
School of Communications for win-
ning individual awards in the ''Mark 
of Excellence Competition.'' 
Dart - to Howard administrators for 
allowing students to suffer. through 
another year of inefficient shuttle bus 
service. . 
-
Dart - to Howard administrators for 
deciding to build more housing units 
for graduate students as opposed to 
the thousands of underaraduate 
students who can't really a(ford off. 
campus expenses. ' 
• 0 • • 
Lautt!· to Athletic Director Will" 
Moultrie for the successful Howri 
Relays in which top names in track 
'Were brought to oui campus. • 
Laurel - to Darlene Beale, for win'n 
ing another top honor am.on.a female\ 
collegiate basketball players. 
Laurel - to the Pan-Hellenic Council 
fOr their salute to Black History 
which was presented by their plcd&c 
clubs, and to the 1987 Sphinx Club 
of Beta for their Flag Pole Show in 
salute to Black History. 
Graduates be proud How_ard, Unive;si;y co_nsidered con· legacy. Those of us who arc 
but r fl t t th tracung or posS1bly d1Sband1ng rhe , · ·- · ., . . <' · e ec OD fU S African Studies and Afro-American ~duaung from this 1n#••tKm, must 
• ' ' • 1 • ue ~Cid~ 'lit t98,~'ft !ri>s " oll' .a, sc:nse. COl)lbat thc'l"ctuaJ lcpcy 
, ,Dnri.Hilltop1 Edihlll>q orlT .u "' o ~I'! · ~it\l~lli'f'vcaf!ll: o~nCIWodo~~llll IP hlild 
lt .11 a tendancy for those who are 'l ta~i9K> :ia~sll.s·iT~t~ -bimt1t'*ions1{Qr pllf1~8''?Jlifb1~-
:: •P"'lk on nothing but thei~::d~ "t:""1tW (1itil19f'~ite'!l'1~ sl.g .,IJonl\ anti 'P"OPlos, '- · , ' , · 
refl~ctions of this institution . ov;:/ihn.••ah mv r n m~~·t~r · Too many ot· us will affi~· the 
Althoutih I am' ·~teful for m" ·· •· . . ._ o -·., ..-11!•-..... x. .I~, ·1 · bee h bee , be 'fuJ .. h- ff. ' cr1t1cal my 1ntent1on 1s not to pro- egacy ause we ave n trained th~u~i par~nts w 0 • • orded me _dµce q~pondency,byt ,rat)\er tc;> shine well. But those who have. bee11 
. p~nun1ty, I believc"I dose of a few rayS of light ttirough apathy educated must start now to give o(. 
re~sm is always healthy. . . . and ignorance. On Commencement the!11selves and their resources to 
ardumtu&lfi= h: ~11 arcula~ng , Day the graduating class, faculty ad- !1Pl1ft o~r J>eQple. f~r tru~ s~~s It 
d h t t as surpnscd ministrators Board of Trustee its best is collcct1ve ,not 1od1v1dual. many an as only confirmed the ' prior notions of others. It has been me!fiber.s af!d guests . of ~oward 
rumored that in accordance with University w1Il.parade 1n their Eu!o-
lqislation from Conaress. Howard pean, acadeffi1:C custo!11~· chanting 
University may become between JS Greek and Latin an.d g~v1ng homage 
percent to so percent intearated b to. the legacy on this citadel upon a 
the year 2000 A.O. (or at least that'~ Hrllto)> (only a block removed from 
the version I've heard). the peverty of our people on Georgia 
Many students have expressed ap- Avenue). 
prehension to the sup))Oled ••Mecca Yet~ as ~e hear !?,r. ~am.es Cheek 
of Black Education'' becoming a proclaim th1~.as 3:" 1nst1tut1on of the 
hiahly intqrated institution because first ra~k ... , w1I! 3:nyone make ~he 
they feel this would directly con- connection t?at t~ts 1s an af~~mat1on 
tradict the lepcy of Howard Univer- t~at we are m1~v1ng on up. int.~ the 
sity. However, 1 stand with those who big league o~ Uncle Tom1sm . 
In conclusion, those wl\o _}'"• le(! 
behind must unders=~t those 
who have the_ acad. · . igns of 
Howard in hind dOJl'f :uttend to 
make Ho.,ard an iostitd:tion in:. 
1egrated by brothers ~ sisters 
around tbc African Cl{lspora and 
other oppressed peoples. Y ct, wh.i 
they have in mind ironically confums 
ihe W.E~ DuBois philosophy of the 
•
1
'ralented Tenth''; for we ma)' 
literally become the ''Talented 
Tenth'' among a 90 percent popul&-
tion of ''significant others''. "' 
"believe that integ1ation would be Yes, there 1s much for us to be pro-
affinnati d t d" ·an ud about at Howard; yet, those ac- . . . 
J;; on an no a contra ict1on complishments have been the ones I With Struggle in Mind, ~ni~~:s1•~~~~0;csmaccyto coxpf lam~ow.~d contend, that have slipped , t~roui.h Todd C. Shaw s "" ~ - W.11y. . , , .. •; · , ··". .. ,.· , ,... (After the above, hopefully a 
Often students and faculty cracks and contradicted ·the actual .. graduating Senior) ·' ~ 
members are the sreatest 1 • , • ••• 
pe.rpetuators of the myth that -;;· ;;'. ;~~- :'~·'i:· · :'~0~' ~-~':·~~;":;~:'":::::":~=~-- · Howard University is a ''black · '. ~. ·~.;:r.· ·... ~ · ~ - ~· ~~;.:.::.!~.:!,;:=.~n .· . ~ :;,, .. H· ·:E. · ·· "·HII.1:1·op 
Howner, if we study Howaf'd'; -·-~ -
history, we WOWd understand'that . 1, 1 1,· . ,,,., fl'~ i .~3; •:; , C: h' f 
:bit~~~;;~ 0~h~!.· ro1~d~ l '·,. ··, f '. 'i ~~. ,'• ;~ ~~tor-in- 1e ~ ~o~t:::i~~';.a;i~:~ ~~~- · _ ~ .. ~ i , :;: ~ · 1: ~~ :rr~ve~te A. Bryant 
' 
"· 
Arne.a-_··· .. ..._.... •. UbOration. Rather,_ · ' 
they so.;;hii~-;duC.ica class or. a ' ; · ~;;;f:i~~ ,;•~~r -]i 3 ~, ·. · ~~:e;u- . 
''bufftrzone''ofAfflcanpeopleto: ' .. :,, . . ,r:ri·~.':, ~, .. . <, 1 
serve as the white..:mulated elite who · · · .- • · " · , ' , · 
.. . Business M."'!~•r 
they could manipulate to lead and ·. , ' , Stacy' K. Ricfiardson' • · , 
pacify the race. · 
I know Ibis Idea ii harsh, but the 
truth ortcn hurts. It must be admit-
ted, that many ti=es sipiftcant 
'Clmpus F.dltor 
Kuac N. Kelch 
strtdelblvtb11ntal(cnbyed11eaton· ea ....... ~•toi:.f.. ' 0 '\ • 
and students of Howard to break ,..,.. ...., ' ~ . · · 
wilb i11 ·..-tua1 lepcJ: · "' , ' -: ... ~'ic2:~!~ - ~~w·~!~f t ·~?-r:,:J . ,•. 
HOY(t'ler, the fact that this com- Caneil-Eilllor . • ,., "".. ; 
. Howard ii aiviaa bomq L J; "J..J.o)'td ~.t."fa: ~~ !. • , :' , I 
Healtl Edllor 
June McKinney 
l•tenallolla• Editor 
Spzannc C. Aleunder 
Local/Nalla 1 IEJ!t«
1 Naomi S. Travers ' 
. , i>11o1._, 0 ,·1 t:.;.,, J 
' fl'IJllCUIO Crowellc Jr, to the wife or a ~ in the • 
Jcapn administralion an4 fc.1 dlCI Copy Mttor : - · . . · l'nMhlctlN Ma I r 
• t 
.. 
• 
• 
' 
' , 
.. 
•• 
' 
• CIA 'director ii rwtmony to the Robert Frelow A. Lewis RoballOll 
chaim that llill bind Ibis lllltltutution ? 
to its orlJur inlall. ~ , Copy Editor Prodwetlw A I 1 -t 
Some may t':~~llOjiQn,U Ila N Goad • tbalofjUlla . t1hl; ":., )1, t I~: ::. .- r,..1~n; ·. ·: .~ .... ,.' ' Herbert Biiton f+ ' Ho••.:, Jt11t l'hllll 1111 w ~ - . - . . .. , ' . ' 
=·· tlltpmllblilCiS!lidlll. ~, ;. ~-l•l!Jf-~.~., .. ~ . ; 
·'a• •10paUltpuJ.afewild'rP'a•1 i · · ~ ·~\r.J " 
or the 1'1 1 • 1 .._,.of- Row.td1 Nlims'·af~· ;~.·:~- ~; , ·., T1rr1 ••11r • 
. Uai;t !U'.'lllc:lt'9!~~:=· ' )'~·~'fl , i.-,1\',~ Sonya Y. •am117 ! slay.n.lll114Di'.C.ruir0.'1~ ~ , . "· · , .r •. •• ,, ·' ;id 4 
-1111t1ororr•1••lnat0, · , , 
a •1111 Stodl11 curriculum, Ho-d · All letieri-lio-iW..Witdl- 1!1butd be typed and double-.....;cd~ 1111 ! 
Uai;a It) di '11114 Dr. Nalbln Lctlonpr than 400 wwd1. ]Ille deadline for lcttcn ii Moiiday at S rl:":i J 
Mme for mi A to -.Nkb the tcr1 for publicatioii shDuld be 1t11t to: T1w Mlllap. 2217 Filunh • 
11n1 W11_,.oltJlaa ":l!~ bt o in · N.W .. Walhinaton D.C. 20059, r 
19f7; Howard Ualvv 1tud11ns 
ck111d down die . -- Wration ~ npinioa1 u:p1111ed on lhe .. 1.:n,,.,.... of n.1··- m • ii 
Ill 198a .t.'!..rwllna,._t11at
11
_ .... ~ • ~ MC'tllarilJ rc3ect ft a,· 'a• ef Ho wtl Ullia•lic,, kl 1' f '1 ••' 1, 1 
.... ----.UllJ f, ··~~ lllt'H"' pPFFtalilort111t•et11 tats.• ••-
ty•• •071sd ol a 
1
1
•111ct ~··; __ ... , "!.~,~.'!!.•.!'. '!'. ~.!':!"' • d 1 
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• Contracep~i,v~· ., .... 
.i • -
S[J<Jnge may be teens' wisest choice 
lly Erica H. Glddiens 
HUhop Staff Reporltt 
When one thinks of the ideal con-
traceptive, safety, convenience, inex-
pensive and uninhibition are words 
that come to mind and 1he newest 
contraceptive method to the birth 
control market, the sponge, may fit 
the bill for some women whereas 
others may find a few draw backs, 
according to Margeret Copemann, 
coordinator of peer education pro-
grams and teen Theater for Planned 
Parenthood. 
c~ -theToday-u 
a pos1tive method wheat Ulld correct-
ly, espeii•lly fortecz..,-1. For thole 
who woulcl rather - mak• the 
necessary visit to the doctor In order 
to obWa the pill, the "'°:'J;e>Y.des 
more discretion. When in con-
junction with a condom u Planned 
Parenthood personnel advises, 
Copeman said , •tTbis allows the 
male partner some of the 1espo.Wbili-
ty." . 
anges seen 1n 
drug use pattern 
81 Korva Coll••• 
Hilltop StJff Report.er 
use i1 discontinued. The drua tha1 
most people become P,S)'Cboloaical1Y 
der.e!'dcnt on is manj•••n1. 
The first time that Lee nied to sniff 'A person who is psycholaprally 
cocaine, she couldn't do It riaht. ''I dependent feels compelled to take .. 
couldn't aet it up my nose," she frequent dosa of the drua. altbouab 
lauahed. But she finally 10 the hana there are no physical rcuons forcina 
of it. them to,'' West said. / 
ult's neat!,'' the Howard Univer- Drua addiction oc:cun when a per-
sity junior saiCjl. ''I 'was at this party son is overwhelminaly involved with 
-and I did some, and then this auY I the use of a drq, according to West. 
was seeing anq I wrapped up in this The person ii Interested in sccurina 
carpet together. I really like the feel- the dru1 supp\)' and hu a hi1h I 
ing. It gets you wired up-just buz- tendency towards elapse after' 
zin'!'' withdrawal. Thus, a person who is 
The only other dru1 \hat Lee has physically dependent on a drpc IS not 
tried is marijuana. '~'lP'd 1 1 ::hat n«:s11 rily adll21 1" so-the drug. 
a big deal it ii,~ SifiiJ'a':''People aet ··-·~meon-e-lha~be takina a drug 
too hyper about drugs.'' under a doct9r'1 orders,'' West ex-
Invented by Dr. Bruce Vorhauser. 
the Today Vaginal Contraceptive 
Sponge is made of a polyurathanc 
foam that is disposable. Round in 
shape, two inches in diameter, and_J 
saturated with spermicide, th~ 
Sponge, according to representatives 
from the Company's toll-free 24 hour 
Talk.line, has a two-fold purpose. 
Primarily the Today Sponge, which 
releases a spermicide (nonpxynol) for 
30 hours continually, absorbs and 
destroys sperm. Secondly, it blocks 
the entry of sperm to the cervix. 
Accordina to Copeman, the only 
wax to completely prevent preanan-
cy is abstinence and like other con-
traceptive methods the IPODIC is not 
full proof. There are also other di•1d-
vantaacs as well as problems 
associated with the spooae. Althouah 
the product wu approved by the 
Food and Drua Administration for 
24 hours of use, qwtltions concern-
ina Toxic Shock Syndrome (TSS) and 
the use of the sponae arise . . Finals bring on jitters A drua is a chemical substance of plained. 11The person's body. may potential benefit to man which has an become physically dependent on the effect on livina cells, a..,.ordina to Dr. drua and suffCI} withdrawal when he 
William L. West, r.rofessor and stopstal<inait.1Thedifrerencehercis· • 
chairman of the Co lcge of Pbar- that the patient wu taltina it for 
maCology at Howard University. medical reasons and ilQ't int•ested 
This concern stems from the ex-
tended time period the sponae is left 
inside the v_,;na. Talkllne represen-
tatives explain that 19 coses of TSS 
have been rcponed out of the six 
million reported users of the product. 
Despite the reports, the company 
notes that moot of the cues arose due 
to product misuse. Some of the 
women already had TSS prior to us-
ina the sponae and others used it dur-
ina their menstrual period, an action 
that is hiahly unadvised. Copema 
said, "Users of the sponae must be 
careful not to leave it in lonaer than .. 
necessary. '' 
Experts suggest preparation, positive thought 
''Users of the Expericnc:iJta test lllllticty while stu-
dyina for an exam durina the finals 
period is an expected phenomenon 
for most students. 
In some cases students suffer from 
outside pressures. ''Some students 
feel that they are in competition 
maybe with a family member, or ~ 
classmate and some students tend to 
think that failing one test is the end 
of the world.'' 
"The word dru1 is beina pven in securin& \h• ~ for continued 
nqat-ive connotations,'' West said. future use. He's not addicted, 
''There are drugs of abuse and drup althouah he was physically 
of potential benefit to man. ThOle of dependent''. 
. potential benefit are called theraputic Rmrsom for the drua abuse are 
substances.•• I varied, acc:ordina to both West and 
According to West, dru1 abuse is Speecl-Harris. . sponge must be 
careful not to leave it 
in longer than 
necessa-ry,'' 
Copeman said. 
Wilma Allen, a counselor at In this case, the student would 
the self administration of a drua of "People abuse drup for social 
abuse or theraputic substance that reasons,'' Speed-Harris commented. 
deviates from common medical or ·_ ''But I think the n}pDber one reason 
social practice. is for the euphoric effect. People go Howard University',s Student have to replace these irrational Resource Center, describn test anx- thoughts with some .that are more 
iety as ''an anxious state characteriz- realistic and more positive, according 
eel by nervousness, sweaty palms, to the counselor . 
rapid breathina and an inability to .. 
When a person abuses a drua, he ah~ an4 take the drup and ignore 
or she often has to take laraer and i the disruptive e:ffect it has on them. 
laraer doses to maintain the ori&fnal psycholoak:ally and physically. '' 
Copeman also explains that some concentrate.•• Some students also suffer from the 
Company representatives contend women have expenenced .irritation ''I can't syndronc. In this case we 
effect. This is knqwn as a person's West re1t that C!Clpe from the 
tolerance to a drua. pressure of euphoric pleasure were 
that when used as directed, the To- that causes rubes. Additionally, Althouah many students complain have to teach the student to think in· 
day Sponae is 89 to 91 percent effec- some women have reponed difficul- of test anxiety, most Howard a positive way," she said. ''Instead 
A person may also become depcn- r main reuons for drua abuse. ''Peer 
dent on a drug. ''Dependence is c~pressure is another factor.'' West 
state, psycholoaical and sometimes said. ''Everyone w•nts to be part of tive. Copeman explains that used by ty in removina the sponae after use. students suffer from lack of adequate of thinking 'I can't', the student has 
itself the Sponge has the same effec- However' she says in response that prepar•tion. ''Often times students to think 'I can'.'' physical, rcsultina froln interaction he aroup, to belong.'' 
between an organism and a drua.'' ''I don't think its peer pressure 
West said. anymore,'' said Speed-Harris. ''I 
''some pr•ctice may be needed.'' a f' · f · d d tiveness as the diaphram. However, re su ienna rom tna equate stu Y Allen stresses that inadequate 
she recommends that aditional use of At one dollar per sponi_t{ techni9ues, inadequate note takina or - preparation and lack-of concentra-
a condom to ensure not only extra Copeman said the cost may also bC sometimes the student may not know tion during study time is the downfall 
protection from pregnancy but from a diS1.dvantqe for some women th~ proper test takina techniques,•• of many students ''Students who try 
sexually transmitted diseases as well. especially teens. However, as she ex: said Allen· to cram everything in at the last 
Of its many advantages boasted by plains to some of the teens who she The-coun5'10r said that she is sur-
''It is characterized by behavioral think it's curiosity. The people 
and other resppnses that always in- around you are doing drugs, and you 
elude a compulsion to continue tak~ want to find out what it's like.'' 
ina the drt11 in order to experience its Another reason for drug ·abuse is • 
thc VLI Corporation, the manufac- counsels, the expenses incurred while prised by the number of students who 
turer, the sponae is small enough to . raisins a child ue exorbitant com- will skip class and then complain that 
fit into a purse. soft to ensure com- pared to the cost of any form of thev are suffering from test anxiety. 
_fort and eliminates the mess and contraceptive. St 
· unpleasant taste and smell associated Finally, in order to activate the thc•y• m"dsetnts0hta0v•1to understandfthhat 
' hf · u· ·· d ·· u1 cassaspartotc Wit oams, JC 1es, supposatones an sperm1c1de on the spo e water m}lst preparat·o f, an •• All 
creams. Additionally, unlike the pill be used. In some Cllft said 1 n or exam, - en 
~*'td 1,un-contraceptives.-the sponge 1 tl)a~ 'wai,r may nqt,. I ~~~A :.~ said. ''The probldD icittiat kttwM•ts 
fj1oofi~ P~~tidn only when need- av&1lable. If this should occur S&e "J - 111111 l~Otf 1 101 -,.:in.at..11:11 t. ~i 11 
ed which cbm1nltc!s'thc l>lslt of. Ac>r- sugests wina sod1 pop. or, sali~a in Lmiss.....,...1inft>rmalibtlr.itWbidl,pf 
monal changes. some cases. course, will brina on test anxiety." 
,... ___ ........................................................... ___ _ 
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An estimated 24 million people in the United States sul:: 
fer from hearing, speech, or language handicaps. Bet-
ween 1980 and 2050, the number of people with hear-
ing and speech Impairments will Increase at faster rates 
than the U,S. population as a direct result of the aging 
of the population. Most people with communicative 
disorders can be helped. Rehabilitation for these Im-
pairments includes medical and surgical treatments, 
hearing aids, and hearing and speech rehabilitation. 
For more information on speech, language, and hearing 
problems, ple8$0 call the Howard University SPeech and 
Hearing Clinic at 636-6990. 
• 
FREE HEARING SCREENINGS MAY 4 and 28 
Howard University Speech and Hearing Clinic 
(and throughout the Washington MetrOP<>litan area) 
For the locatlpn nearest you, call 673"8700 
• 
• 
' 
... 
minute are only cheating themselves. psychological effects and sometimes advertisin1 reinforcement, accordidg 
Students who allot themselves more to avoid the discomfort of its to West. ~ 
study time usuaJly do better on the absence,'' West continued. ''Ads promoting the use of ri••ret-
exam. '' A d' W · ~ ccor 1ng to yruecc Speed- tes, which contain nicotine, beverages 
Ac_cordina to Allen, although a Harris, Pharmacist-in-Charge at the that contain caffeine and alcohol are 
certain amount of test anxiety is Howard University Health Service very prevalent,'' West said. ''This 
useful for motivation, a student who Pharmacy, a person can be societal reinforcement makes it more 
hlf'Stil~vffl'-llt'!I< •rot•\m'lt!t*tl• tpsych~y clepcndcnt on a dru1, · ~~ to use these drup." 
aMfwt.dl'f'cbb:-11W111tlloiolbl1! '>IWll"!llJ ~ent or both. . ixc . cllaill!SiJo!dLH'mls~ 
dQI IMl1!'J' '*" K'Jtudent ,wlfo has ·~o:'!Wlwn somebody . is phys= that the drt11 most abused are mor-
studied more and is very nervou,s. ' ependent on a dru1~ 1 httitF111i · JJCJ:.4'b11ie;.amphecami=e1. lito'! aiand 
- show withdrawal sians or symptoms cocaine; and barbiturates, like tran-
Allen suggests that st~dents taic.e when the drua is not taken,'' she said. quilizers and quaaludes. 
advantaac of the study skills _program Some withdrawal sians include Lee bas known about drug 
at How~rd 5 .center for yawning, nausea. insomnia and dependency an4 addiction '' ... since 
Academic Reinforcement . depression. Drugs that people may she was a kid,'' but said that her drug 
''The Center for Academic Rein-
forcement offers pamphlets and 
books that can teach a student bet-
ter study skills which in ·turn would 
provide the stud.ent with more con-
fidence in test taking.'' 
become physically dependent on in- use was occasional and recreational. 
elude narcotics like heroin, morphine ''I don't do dtugs now because I'm 
or codeine. not around peop~ (WhO do drugs,'' 
According to both West and she said. ~ · 
Speed~Harris, with psychological Lee ~n_'t · knOw if she'll take 
dependence, there are no signs of druP in··the future, but she hasn't 
physical withdrawal when the drua r.Wqi' out the poSsibility. , 
Marriage . for w~men· ·"''decreasing 
, 
By Christine Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
According '" ilcr study, t1ac dif-
ferences in rilarital trends by race and 
.. t'J 91tnder c~ be associated with the 
--::::---------=---=., . .,.~ ''delay factor.'' 
The pyospcct o~ Jllaf;iilt for · "More women and men today arc 
women 1s .dC<:r~t' and. black put tins asicU~ marriage in pursuit of 
women are s1&n1~ntly less likely to. higher education, 1• she said. 
~ar~thap are white women, accor- Consequently. many youna 
d1nfto a study conducted by the U.S. women are voiding out the oppor-
Bureau of Census. tunity to marry early and in effect 
Jeanne Moorman, ~ C~ns~s have a lesser chance to marry later 
Burea~ demographer ~ho is active in due 10 a smaller range of prospects. 
education and marriage resear~h, ;Some critics say that women today 
rel~tes the fewer number of ~antal may be ''educatina themselves right 
unions to. the extent and attainment beyond the means for satisfyiq love 
of educational goals . rclationShips." 
''After five or more years of col-
lege, only 84 percent of black women 
are likely to marry in comparison to 
92 p;rccnt of white women,'' she 
·said. 
MoreOver, at all educational levels, 
men of both races are much more 
likely to marry than are women in the 
same aae aroups, said Moorman. 
Traditional, domatic roles for 
women are dimjnlsbiq in the 180'1. 
Where SCYeral years qo, -·· 
rl)les were ,.....,lly defined In terml of 
marriqe and family, coUcae WOJTen 
today seem to be rejectin& this imaae 
and aspire toward ind.p .. d +ce, lelf-
reliance and career establiahment. 
Love and pannership, bowe-.:•, is 
lacklna. _"(he apparent advamaai 1 of 
expanding educational opportunities 
and economic stability for black 
women may also directly affect the 
widening gap between our women 
and men. 
According to Moorman, ••The 
alternatives l(C: becoming srcater on 
one end, and fewei' on the other.'' 
Thus, in aspirins to educate Md com-
petitively market themselves in-
dcP<ndcntly, many women are f-' 
with a more difficult attainment of 
marriaae. _ 
Because of this, a larae number of 
sinale women are det:icllna to bear 
chifdrcn alone, tbe divorce rate c:oo-
tributes to boom with t1ie evem or 
''desperate'' unions. •ncl I lwtl .. m ' 
and women are crw'!:Lo;a ._ iD-
tenacial m1rri1- tfrv - I ____ , ,_, . 
Arc black wome" a1111 I 11• 
ed to be apart due to 11 * cir-
cumstances? Perhapsitila111 lkn 
of social values. of per-.wd ...... 
and the Pfospec:t of Ule -... 'Or 
without love. 
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The winning team of the annual Intramural bos .. etball tournament. Standing left to right: Elroy Christie, 
Donny Lawson, S1Nk PoDGE I I, Wiiiiam ''Smooth'' Johnson, co-captain Colvin Clifton, coach Fred Galloway, • 
Berenord Worrell, captain Wa1ne1 T. Brown and Fred Simpson. · 
BA def eat Bison 92-89 
By Warner T. Brown Ill 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The Qualitative Basketball 
Analysis (Q.B.A.), intramural 
basketball team, turned a would-be-
blowout into one of the most exciting 
championship games ever played by 
defeating the Bison Squad 92-89 in 
O\'ertime. 
Bison Bulletins 
Q .B.A. , without the help of in -
jured all-star for\vard Elroy C hristie 
and backcourl ace Jeff Williams, 
opened the game in a I :2:2 zone. 
However, the Bison were able to 
overpower the Q,B .A ~ zone and open 
a 17-7 first half lead with 12: I 5 until 
the half. Q .B.A . coach and A.B .A . 
East intramural coach of the year, 
Fred Galloway immediately called 
1ime-ou t and imolen1ented a man to 
111an defense. -
The Bison's a 1ten1pt to force tur-
novers '''ith a full court press was 
foiled b)' the skillful passing and driv-
ing attack led by point guard and 
team captai 11 \Varner Brown Ill . 
''E\'Cr)1time they pressed us , three 
cr isp passes or a quick swing pass to 
tc<1n1n1ate Ber11ard Worrell in the 
• 
middle disrupted their press '' Brown 
said. • ' 
The Bison led by as many as 15 
points, but Q.B.A. kept the Bison 
honest wiin strong rebounding, and 
good inSide baskets by Danny 
Lawson, who shot an amazing 95 
percent from the field. A break away 
slam-dunk by William ''smooth'' 
Johnson and tenacious defense by 
Q.B.A. sent them into the halftime 
huddle content yet trailing the Bison 
50-35, matching the Bison's biggest 
lead . 
In the second half, Q.B.A. improv-
ed their field goal percentage from 35 
to 75 percent and shot 80 percent 
from the foul line . Point guard Fred 
Simpson led a brilliant second half at-
tack by patiently running the offense 
and finding the open man. 
''At times nobody was open and 
the lane was clear so I either pulled 
up jumper, drove for a lay-up, or 
drove and dished it of~" Simpson 
said. 
The run started when center Derek 
Padgett scored a thunderous tap 
dunk off a missed lay-up.by team co-
captain Calvin Clifton, to set the 
score at 60-45 with 14:40 left to play. 
Although the Bisons got excellent 
play from forward Derek Faison, 
who hampered Q.B.A. with a game 
high 35 points, Q .B.A. handled the 
Bison' s flashing press and pecked 
a\\•ay to the Bisons 15 point lead. 
Yearly sports seasons .updated 
MEN'S BASKETBALL · Howard 
University announces the sjgning of 
Milton ' 'Skip ' ' Bynum to a basket-
ball scholarship. A 6-2 senior guard 
from Friendly High School , Bynum 
averaged 18 poin1 s and four assists . 
per game in leading his team to a 20-4 
record this past season . B)'num was 
nan1ed first 1ea n1 all P .G. County . 
IVOMEN'S BASKETBALL · The 
Ho\vard University women's .basket-
ball teatn has announced the signing 
of two more recruits . 
The Lady Bison have signed 6-3 
center Kimberly Wright from 
Newark, N.J., (University High) and 
6-1 forward Robin Brewington from 
Decatur, Ga. (Gordon High). 
\Vright, who poured in 18 .3 ppg 
and pulled down 10 rpg, led Univer-
si ty H ig h to a 24-1 finish last season. 
She was named second team all-state 
and first tea m All -Essex County. 
Brewington averaged nearly I 8 
~ints and 12 rebounds per game 
while leadi11g her squad to a district 
title . 
' FOOTBALL ·- The Howard Univer-
sity football team concluded it s 
spring football drills in fine fashion 
last Sat urda)' with it s arinual Blue-
White intra-squad scrimmage at 
Greene Stadium. 
Led by junior quarterback Lee 
DeBose, the Bison offense scored 28 
points and amassed 443 total yards. 
Senior fullback Ronnie Epps (11 car-
ries for 85 yards) accounted for two 
of the touchdowns with runs of 21 
and ~ 4 yards in the second quarter . 
Debosi:, \vho rushed for 103 yards on 
13 attempts, added a one-yard dive 
to cap the scoring in the second half. 
Sophomore tailback Fred Killings· led 
all ~ushes " 'ith 134 yards on 19 
carries. 
Hampered by a constant rain, thC 
Bison passing attack completed 8 of 
23 passes for 60 yards . DeBose con-
nected on 5 of 11 passes for 18 yards, . 
including a six-yard scoring st rike to 
senior tight end Eddie Hayes in the 
seco11d half. Backup senior quarter-
back Leon Brown hit on 3 of 12 
passes fo r 42 yards, but was in-
tercepted three times . Sophomore 
" 'ide receiver Derrick Faison led the 
receivers with three catches for 42 
)'ards. - -
' '\\' e accomplished what we 
v,:anted to o n offense.''· said Bison 
Head Coach Willie Jeffries . ''We 
.wan1ed to remain basic and just 
sharpen up O n fundamental skills." 
· The defense, .which was awarded 
six points for each quarter played and 
o ur points for four forced turnovers, 
was led by senior linebackers Dar-
ryon Robinson (6 tackles) and Mar-
vin Jackson (4) , senior defensive 
tackle Billy Dores (6) and junior 
linebacker Marty Graves (9). 
''I was very pleased with the 
overall hustle of the defense," said 
Jeffries . -
TENNIS · The Howard University 
men's and women's tennis teams end-
ed the spring season on different 
notes this past week. The men's 
squad routed the University of the 
District of Columbia, 9-0, on Tues-
d . The women's team fell to 
American University, 8- 1, on 
Wednesday. 
The men's team, which placed its 
entire team on the All-MEAC squad 
en route to its first conference crown 
since 1983, finished the season with 
a 7-9 mark in duaJ meets . 
''Although the men's team per-
formed well iQ tournaments this 
season, I would like to sec us improve 
our dual meets record,'' said Head 
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<Upper> lison fullbock Ronnie Epps, Mo. 30, puts the shoke on M0f'9Cln State during oction earlier this year. 
(Below) A Howard 'sharl' prepares for the dive in a swimsuit meet versus George Washington University 
during this past season. ' 
.coach Larry Strickland, who was 
honored as MEAC Coach of the 
Year this season. 
In only its second season of com-
petition, the women 's team was vic-
torious in five of its 13 contests. 
''In terms of .?evelopment, the t 
women's team is about- on pace of 
where I expected them to be in their 
second season. With the experience 
we gained this season, I'm looking 
forward· to next year;'' said 
SJricklaµd . While the men's team was 
led by sophomores Kenneth Lee and 
Robert Bryant, who each finished 
with 10-6 marks, the women's squad 
was paced by Senior Pearl Mcleod 
(6·7) and freshman Kathy Scott. 
TRACK '- The Howard University 
men 's and women's track teams 
again made their presence felt recent-
ly at the Penn Relays in Philadelphia, 
Pa. 
The 1nen's sprint medley team of 
Curtis Chappell, John Jarvis, 
Harvery Reed and Lonell Johnson 
captured the consolation champion-
ship with a time of 3:18.8. The 
Bison's time was considerably better 
than the winning time of 3:21.63 
posted by Florida in the 
championship. 
The Howard 44400 relay team of 
Neil Madison, Curtis Chappell, Lon-
nell Johnson and John Branch posted 
a time of 3:10.62 to capture third 
place in the conSolation 
championship. 
The Lady Bison also· fared well 
despite nagging injuries. The quartet 
of Tisa Robinson, Janice Kelly and 
Cindy Ford and Michelle Felder 
finished seventh in the championship 
44800 and Connie Hithcock, Robin-
son, Fo~d and Felder placed sixth in 
the 4'400 championship. 
The men's and women's team will 
now attempt to lower their times in 
upcoming meets in order to qualify 
for the NCAA track and field cham-
pionships, June 3-6 in Baton Rouge, 
La . 
. . 
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The floor leadership of Calvin 
Clifton for Q.B.A. and an all ,out 
team effort led Q.B.A . to a fantastic 
finish with a run at the Bison with 
8:55 left to play. A behind 1he back 
pass from Fred Simpson to Bernard 
Worrell, and sudder1ly· Q .B.A. was 
down by nine points 68-59 as Bernard 
CO!f1pleted a three point play . 
W1ll1am Johnson brought Q .B.A . · 
within two points 72-70 with a ''freak 
move'' and a jumper. After an inten-
tional foul by Lee Dubose of the 
Bison Squad, Fred Simpson tied the 
game at 73, hitting one of two free 
throws . 
Q.B .A. took their first lead after 
a strong rebound and basket by Ber-
nard Worrell. Key baskets by Clifton, 
Simpson, Worrell and Jo hnson led to 
a 77-77 tie score \Vilh I: 11 left to play. 
The Bison went to a sta ll offense to 
hold for one shot. Lee Dubose drove 
the basket with 19 seconds left, bul 
tough defense by Fred ob Q .8 .A., 
forced the ball ou1 o f botinds giving 
Q.B.A . the ball. 
Coach Fred cal led a qu ick time-
out. In the huddle coach Fred in-
structed his players to ''look for the 
open IJlan, and if 110 one is open then 
drive for the basket.'' Guard Fred 
took the inbound pass and drO\'e the 
length of the court and pulled up for 
a jumper th ro lled of the rim se 11 -
ding the ga into overtime. 
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Mens' 
• tennis· 
finish 8-9 
By Darlene Ellis 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The Howard University men's ten-
nis team finished their season as Mid-
Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC) 
champions with a record of 8-9 . 
''I don't think we had the season 
I quite expected from this team due 
to injuries," said Coach Strickland. 
Haywood Willis, -captain of · the 
team, was out for the season because 
of a shoulder injury, but still manag-
ed to travel to Tallahassee, Fla. for 
the MEAC and returned with a win 
in both singles and do ubles . _ 
''Tike {Willis) is the glue that holds 
thal learn together . He really 
t1nderstands what a team is about," 
said Strickland. 
The ho nor of MVP for the tour-
nament v.·as awarded to sophomore 
Ken11eth Lee and Strickland was 
selected as MEAC Outstanding 
Coach . 
Last season, the men lost the title 
to South Carolina State. 
''Our do ubles really won it for 
us," and that was the first time all 
season doubles came through, said 
Assistant Coach Jeffrey James. 
During the regular season the men 
lost 10 the University of Pittsburgh, 
Furman, Morehouse, Armstrong, St. 
Augustine, Georgetown, Hampton, 
M1 . S1. Marys and Milersville. 
' ' I didn't think we had the record 
'''e should of had. We need a few 
n1ore top flight players. It's very dif-
ficult to win with only a starting six,'' 
said S1 rickland . 
i ·11c coach is \\'orking on increas-
, 
i11g l1is team by recruiting new 
players. The team will lose senior Joe 
i\1ajor, a ro ur year veteran. ''We got 
a big lift o ut of Joe Major this spring. 
I think he really improved in terms1 
of his play," he said . 
SUMMER STORAGE· FOR 
• 
• • STUDENTS 
CAPITAL SELF STORAGE 
' ' 
•)'our l.tKk- Yol1r Kl')' • \u . .\CCl':\.'i ~·ees • Lo"· i\tonthly Rates 
543-1400 
jO I ~ si= NE 
IC'.omrr of 3rd a tlorida. 
:llC"'-'SS from f1onda 
.\- !lbr\ft) 
Montgomery College offers 
affordable credit classes for 
transfer back t.o your four-year 
college or university. 
With convenient locations in 
Montgomery County, Maryland 
• Day and Evening Classes 
• Ses.sions Beginning in May, June 
and July 
For further information about 
Montgomery College summer ses5ions or 
to receive a class schedule, call the 
campus of your choice: 
Germantown 
(301) 972-2000 
Ext. 212 
' Rockville 
. (301) 2-79-5035 
-
Takoma Park 
(301) 587-4090 
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At SHEEHY FORD. we know get-
ting that degree Wasn't easy. But when 
it comes to a new 'car, we can help with 
pre-approved credit from Ford Credit. 
If you are working on an advanced 
. g~~~~ ~e1:1eu:~c1o~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~s 
Septen;iber 307 1987, you may qualify 
for this special aollege graduate 
purchase program. 
If you do, you'll receive q $400 cash 
allowance from Ford. Make your best 
deal on any qualifying vehicle.and use 
the money toward your down payment, 
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~"{ C0LL£c . 
G-0 1' c. or Ford will send you a $400 check 
/ I i1J' ~ after the purchase or lease. The money 
-.....: o is yours whether you finance or not. 
&2 ~ The amount of your credit depends 
'2. ~ on which of these q~alified vehicles 
d you choose: . · 
Ford cars: Escort, Escort EXP, 
Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird, Taurus. 
Ford trucks: Aerostar, Bronco II, 
\ 
' 
~anger. . / 
So hurr:y. If a vehicle is not in dealer 
stock you rpust order by June 1, 1987, 
and you must take deliverY of any 
vehicle by August 31, 1987. 
• 
MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY f •• .. 
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~Howard graduate .sherry Winston proves 
to be successful in music industry 
-=-=~---By Darren E. Price 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
She graduated t·rom Newton High 
School with an academic music con-
t. centration and followed her older 
-:B:-y_p_r_o_m_o_t~in-g-rcc_o_r-ds_d_u-ri_n_g~h-er brother Michael to Howard in 1964. 
. day job and playing the flute at night, Michael, who is currently vicc ·prcsi-
Sherry Winston'has successfully com- dent of Academic Affairs, 
bined the two ·Artistic interests and remembers the days at Howard. 
achieved success in the music ''People didn't know she was my 
1ndl,lstry. sister," said Michael, a teache.r at the 
Winston, who is a 1968 HOward time. ''Wemadeanagreemcntmany, 
University College of fine Arts many years ago that we were going 
graduate has an album ''Do It For to pursue different areas and be suc-
Lo\•e, '.'which peaked to number one cessful. '' 
on the Black Radio Exclusive Jazz Success was just a matter of time 
C hart on Marc) c ~3. for Winston. As a music major, she, 
"I feel great abouf tfie album," competed with schoolmates such as 
said Winston. ''It is at the top of the the late vocalist Donny Hathaway, 
jazz and R&B charts. That was good Roberta Flack, Freddie Perrin of 
to kno\v that I had the best album.•• Motown and Jesse Norman, a singer 
Life was different for Winston and opera soloist. 
before the album. A native from Car- ' fl felt pretty good about what I 
·. ona, N.Y., she started playing the was doing in entering contests and 
Oute by accident in junior high school talent shows,'' said Winston. 
after mastering the piano. Surround- However, because Winston found 
ed by the musical talents of her her first year difficult at Howard, liv-
f atfier, a clarinetist and saxophonist; ing with her brother made life easier. 
her mother, a classical pianist"! and After graduation, she gained ex-
her brother, a keyboard player, pcrience in social work while work-
Winston excelled as flutist. She train- ing at a senior citizen's center . 
ed \vith a classical backbround . Shortly thereafter, Winston 
"In junior high school they studied with great jazz artists Hubert 
(leachers) lined us up i ?l ... lphabetical Laws and Jimmy Heath, Julius 
o rder to play insfruments, ·· she e;it~ Baker"s flute master class at the New 
plained. "They only thin~ left to play York Philharmonic, John Dennis 
wa.s the nute and the tuba . I rook the and the National Symphony Or-
nute. '' chcstra ~and Harold Bennet at the 
Festival 'obsessed' by 
R0Mr1 L. Frelow, ir. 
Hill!op Staff Reporter 
-----
It was quite different, yet 
.,omething about it was the same. 
.\nd, believe it or not, the show even 
~tarted ont time! 
The show I'm talking about is the-
Undergraduate S1udent Asstmbly's 
Spring Arts Festival Fashion Show--
"OBSESSION." held in Cramton 
.. \.uditorium on Frida Y, April 24th. 
From 1he moment the models step-
J>ed on stage, until the finale, students 
:--at in the capacity-filled auditorium 
\vondering ''What next?'' for this Ar· 
1hur Walker production. 
Walker, commonly referred to as 
' 'A.B .," says: ''Obsession derives 
1·rom the idea that fashion sets a . • 
incpde fe~ii!ty in that it cat~ , 
J>eOple in .slatus, in class and -it ,-
!:i tatements' a person. For thes' 
1·easons w.e have become obsessed · 
\vith finding a look that best ex-
Jl resses who we are and or the image 
\Ve are trying to project. Sometimes 
\Ve hid~ behind a mask--a facade to 
Jlrotect and derend our inner selves. 
l~ooks are omnifarious. Out of obscs-
~ion ~'Ou \viii find the one that is right 
Metropolitan Opera. It wu Laws, 
however, who influenced her the 
most because ''he had cl111k1I 
background and played jazz,'' she 
said . 
''After social work, I 1taned to 
pursue a music career,'' Wlmton aakl 
with a smile. ''I wu aoina to 1 lot of · 
clubs in New York and New Jeney.'' 
It did not take Winston IOlll to ad· 
vance in the music industry from a 
receptionist, to a secretary, to 
regional director of colleae promo· 
tion and national director for Elektra 
Sylum records. 
''From there it was Arista Records 
where I manaaed the iazz department 
for a few years and did radio promo-
tions on a national basis,'' she said. 
Winston has promoted artisu such 
as Gil Scott-Heron, Tom Browne and 
Bernard Wright. The flute playin1 
never ceased while Winston worked 
during the day. Jn~ fact, she had 
featured solo appearances with artists 
Roberta Flack, Quincy Jones, Her· 
bie Mann and Arthur .Prysock. She 
has also opened concerts for Roy 
Ayres, Phyllis Hyman, Ahmad 
Jamal, Cheryl Lynn and Jerry Butler. 
During the last nine to 10 years 
that Winston has worked for various 
record companies, she has manaaed 
to start her own companr Sherry 
Winston Enterprls~. where 1he I& t 
riational record promotc;r. a 
brokeraie co111Ultant ind an indepen· 
~,nt qJa repracnative. She is also. 
1ndcpend-. account executive for 
Unlworld Oroup, the second latfesl 
bl .. k adverdslns I . ' America 
Under the PA1J~bd, Wi111to~ 
ii now touril!l to prol!IOle her album, 
which 1he produced, played and 
wrqte. Sbe is expected to stop 
throlllb the Wuhi111ton area for a 
concert sometime dwinl the month. 
Winston said the album was a 
struuJe because she had to use her 
money from her promotion business 
· to finance tlle project. Her jazz fu· 
sion album features the e\ter popular 
1ultari11 Eric Oale and bass player 
Marcus Miller. 
"Most of the people on the album 
did not charae me what they wo •• d 
111•1•lly chatpoc:hen'', Winston said. 
Bec11111e of her success in the recor· 
dlna industry, Wi111ton thanks her 
family and boyfriend for their help 
b~ writins sonp for them. She also 
said she appreaata what others have 
done for her. 
''I want to remember where I've 
bee '' ~-:~ w· n, MN mston. ''I want to keep 
in touch with reality. I want to be 
realistic and businesslike.'' 
Al Pin of the rellitv,-·winston 
must hear the voices of critics. ''I just 
ha~ a review in the New York Daily 
News that wu tood." iaid Winston. 
She said that she must also be a 
8y ~mou C. Brown aad Janella 
Nrwsome 
Hilltop Slaff Reporttr 
11 Hallelujah, We Give Him The 
Hlshat Praisel" was the theme of 
the 18th Aniversary Celebration Per· 
fonn•"N' of the Howard Gospel 
Choir. The 77-membtr choir filled 
The New S-m&J'itan 811.ptist Church 
on I LOO Florida Ave, N.E. with SO\li, 
last Siaturday, May 2, as they sana an 
array of 1ospel sonas, including 
spirituals and the latest aospel hits. 
- Fllltltt Sh1:11 Winston llWi1d with promine1tl jazz o:ti1l1 such°' HuMrt 
J,ewl1 and Jullu1 Baler of the M- Y arl Phllhannanic. , 
critic herself. ''I would say I lry to 
base my playing on melodic themes,•• 
said Winston. ''I try to play fluidly 
as possible. I take a bit from Hubert 
-Laws and Herbie Mann--not con-
sciously, but subconsciously." 
Now that Winston has broken 
some of the barriers to start her 
musical career, she must think about 
her survival. She said she will be do-
ing another album, but she jusl docs 
not know when. 
-. - . . 
••t would like to be better known 
welcome. 
Also featured on the program was 
Evangelist Susie Owens of the 
Greater Mount Calvary Church as 
the Mistress of Ceremony. Although " 
Owens was well received, the au-
dience's anticipation of the musical 
selections was evident . 
As the choir entered the sanctuary, 
the audience members were silent. 
Once each choir member was posi-
tioned around the audience they 
began to sing "Lord Let Me Be Your 
Instrument'' and the sounds '4.f their 
voices permeated throughout the 
building. 
The choir then began singing the 
contemporary gospel bits,''There Is 
No Failure In God'' and ''There Is 
Hope.'' As the lights beamed down 
on the audience, the audience was 
physically hot as well as spiritually. 
Adding a bit of classicalism to the 
performance the choir sung a rendi-
tion of Handel's ''Hallelujah 
Chorus,'' then they proceeded with 
''Ain't That Good News,'' a Negro 
Spiritual and another classical an-
them, ''When I Survey The Won-
drous Cross''. Other selections from 
the first half included ''The Holy 
Ghost,'' ''Safe In His Arms," and 
''Unspeakable Joy'' . 
in the U.S. and internationally,•• she 
explained. ''I would like to tour ex-
c.lusively and be out of record promo-
tion. That's a hope." 
Winston said, ''If jazz music is to 
survive, it will have to appeal to the 
average person.'' 
She also believes in taking risks. 
''ff the recording didn't make it, it 
was because the music didn't blend 
well.•• she said. ''I didn't have a 
•hoicc. It was that or no record at ' 
all. 11 
member Lisa Henderson perfornie.f! 
a beautiful solo entitied ·7 'He's 
Wonderful ''. 
The choir seemed energetic and en-
thusiastic to begin the second half as 
they entered the church in new robes. 
Under the musical direction of Ar· 
phelius Paul Gatling III, the choir 
sung such favorites as ''Everybody 
Don't Know Who Jesus Is,," ''He'll 
Make It Alright,'' ''There Is No 
Way'' and ''Jesus You're The Center 
of My Joy," which was. written by 
Richard Smallwood, an alumni of the 
Howard Gospel Choir . 
The remaining selections were even 
more spectacular because quite a few 
of the former members joined in on 
the occasion proving that once a J>f:r-
son is a member of Howard Gospel 
Choir always a. member. The choir 
began their finale by singing "If You 
Need A Friend, Call on Jesus,'' 
''God Can Make A Way," ''Happy 
With Jesus,'' and the theme song, J 
''Hallelujah, We Give Him The 
Highest Praise'~. The final song was ' 
entitled ''For God So Loved The 
World." 
for you.'' · 
No''"'• exactly what he was saying, 
I'm not sure . But whatever it was, it 
~ ure sounded good! 
\'1actt11 .. v.._.,, 1-..11111., 
Aftfelfflue Groover (I) ond Tonr Coilin1 (r) disploy foa111ol aiMll •••:IJ 
clothing during the UGSA fashion show. 
Runnina one hour behind 
schedule, the proaram be1an with a 
spirit filled devotional service by 
Michelle Clark and Judy Turner, 
both former members of the Gospel 
Choir. Immediately following devo· 
tion, the Reverend Eu.acne W. Bur-
ton, pastor of Park Road Communi-
ty' Church, aave the invocation or 
Throughout the performance, the 
audience displayed their appreciation 
for the choir by clapping, waving 
their hands, shedding tears and 
shouting. 
During intermission, former choir 
Indeed the celebration was a night 
to remember. In its 18th year of ex-
istence, the Howa~d Gospel Choir 
has enabled Howard students and the 
community to promote religion 
through gospel music. 
The choir's program is based on a 
denominational structure and has its 
own diverse repertoire, consistin2 of 
C Continued on page 16 (Perhaps he was making mention 
llf this thing sometimes referred to as 
line 's ''fashion statement," of which 
1he ''Fashion Ambulance'' will come 
to"pick you up if yours just happens indication that this was goina: to be 
to be off .. .. ) an evening to enjoy. 
The promptness of the show's crew Music blaring. and the atmosphere 
in getting stncd should have been an O Continued oa pa1e 16 · 
T-Shlrt 
$12.00 
(lac' ..... ·1,, ......... ''4) 
($-M-l-ll) 
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T ·Shirt and Sweat Shirt 11111 be ordered 111 
..... OI' whit~, ••k• .. •hen orclerlna· 
Products are of to, t1uallty 1111terlal1. 
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Sweat Shirt 
,17.00 
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Jazz fest presented on the Yard 
By CaleMltcllell 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
regularly at the Takoma Station Club 
in Northwest Washington. 
As the clock struck six, the Mar-
tt was sittina room only for last shall Keys Quintet took center stage. 
Saturday's · Sprin4_ Jazz Fest '87, The Quintet got rave applause on 
sponsored by the Howard Universi- their version of the group Tears For 
ty Student Associatioft (HUSA) and Fears' ''Everybody Wants to Rule the 
WKYS radio, as a well-behaved World''. 
crowd enjoyed the day's jazz perfor- The African and reggae style songs 
minces and ttmperate weather. of the New World Percussion Ensem-
Comedian Chris Thomas kept the ble set . the crowd in motion. The 
crowd lalllhins before the bands poet, Mauri' Saalakhan, performed 
bepn to perform. His raunchy brand with the band that evening. 
o( humor wu amusina anJ was a ''We are a separate entity, but we 
&ood beafnnina for a hiahly enter- frequently pci'form together. People 
tainifta event. say we harmonize well,'' said 
The music staned with the Larry Saalakhan. 
a sophomore in the .School 01· 
·communicatiqns. ' 
''It's onC of the be.st jazz concerts 
I have been to in a long time," said 
Charlie Person, a musician and a.itu-
dent at George Was.hiifg[On 
U 11iversity. 
Some Howard students saw the 
fest as a chance,to make a few extra 
dollars. ''Busin~ss couldn't be bet-
ter,'' said Aaron Johnson, a senior 
who was selling T-shirts and hats dur-
ing the event . However~ his partner, 
Todd Johnson, a junior at Howard 
:ommented that ''there is always 
room for improvement.'' 
Se•ls Quartet whose rendition of Students from Howard and other 
Luther Vandross' ''Never Too universities in the area enjoyed the All in all the event was purely 3 
MUch'' Clu11d the crowd to break in- Fes~ '87. ''It's ~~re~k from the .grind iuccess . It gave the Howard crowd a 
to, chccn. The Quartet performs of f:nal exams, said Tony Steward, :hance to experience some great jazz . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . -
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YouR PRESENCE is REOIJESTEd 
• 
AT 
HOMECOMING '87 
n1 HowAad BisoN vs. ThE MoREhousE TicjEU 
NovmbEa 7, 1917 
-
1:00 PM 
WllliAM H. Ca1111 M1-U.l 5TAcliwt7' 
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Wheri my friends' ~nd r· gr~duait=;d' ' II'• 
from high £chool, we all took part-time jobs to pay for college. -
They ended up in car washes and 
· hamburger joints, putting in long hours 
for little pay. 
Not me. My job takes just one 
weekend a month and two weeks a year. 
·Yet, I'm ea1·ning $18,000 for college . 
. · Because I joined my local Army 
National Guard. 
They're the people who help our 
state durin emergencies like h111·ri-
. canes and oods. They're also an 
im ortant.part of our country's military . 
de ense. 
• 
, 
• ., 
' . ' " 
'' 
. ,, ' 
• 
, 
' 
. 
As soon as I finished Advanced 
Trainin , the Guard gave me a cash 
bonus o $2,000. Then, under the New 
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for 
tuition and books. 
Not to mention my monthly A1·1ny 
Guard· paychecks. They'll add up to 
more than $11,000 ovet the six years 
I'm in the Guard. 
. 'And if I take out a college loan, the 
Guard will help me pay it back · up to 
$1,500 a year, plus interest. 
" · It all adds UJ? to $1~,000 or ll)Ore 
-for college.for 1ust a little of my time. 
· Ahd that's a heck of a better deal than 
any car wash will give you. -· 
THE GU . CAN HELP PUT 
.GJI C. · LLEQE, TOO. 
E Y OCAb CRUITER· 
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-fREE 
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS 
COUPON. '. 
.. 
•(n Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam : 477.9957; Virgin Islands 
<St. Croixl: 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local 
phone directory. [ 
•C: 1985 United States Govemn1ent as represented by the Secretary of Defense. 
All rights reserved. · 
-r--------------------, I MA~L TO: Anny National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015 I 
I OM OF I I NAME '\ I ) 
I ADDRESS I 
: CITY/ STATE/ ZIP I 
• US CITIZ~N . 0 YES 0 NO 
1
1 • I AREA CODE PHONE 
: . SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER BIRTH DATE : 
I OCCUPATION \ . I . 
I STUDENT 0 HIGH SCHOOL 0 COLLEGE I I PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE 0 YES 0 NO I 
I BRANCH RANK AFM/ MOS -.. I 
. I "NOMMhOJIVOUYOl .... Wll..YM:MOE . ..a..UC»IG"'°""'IOCW •QalJT't'HS 1 111. ' I 
So, since I'm helping them do such 
an important job, they're helping me 
make it through school. . wa.L•'*DJDl" .. OUTIGN"~S ()till.Y ~30CUW. SIQ.lllT\'Mt M AlQ. ...... ..nnllJP . I L-.1.. • ..-0fO ........ lllllWC lfl0T)O.llOAUTMOM1;oilOU8C•'S03 ~...... J 
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9,, 1987 
' 
aecause of a special offer from Ford Motor Company, you are eligible for 
a $40 purchase allowance and pre-approved credit up· to $14,500 on the 
purch se of selected new Ford . cars and trucks. 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ii 
• ~
• ~; 
~ 
Pre-approved Credit up to $14,500! 
$400 Cash Rebate Direct From -- Ford! 
$500 ·Cash Rebate Direct From Ourisman Ford 
Montgomery Mall! - - ' •• ' ' ' ~ ... ,.,, ,..),, •ll .. , , , ,,, , 
$900 Total Cash Down Means No Downpayment! 
Over 1,000 Cars & Trucks to Choose From! 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
-
-
' 
Ask for: Ivan Kaplan • George Flores • Ivan Micheletti • David Best • Karen McGee - Program Coordinator 
Ourisman ® Ford ' t . • ® ~ • Westlake Ter. o, ~ ' N 
Monlgoml!ry ·~ Mall 
D 'i "' 
Democracy Blvd. 
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I. June Calondio McKinney, being of 
sound mind do hereby beqwath D.l 
all my support o~ wltaJever 
you choose and a J to l«ln on 
if you nted help; hbbles the 
pe~rverana to complete everything 
you start: Dar' the endurance to meet 
deadlines at the Top while coor-
dinating the Sr. course load; Che/le' all 
my energy ... girl you need it with all 
that partying; Cuz' the spunk to con-
tinue to set Howard on fire; Bonnie' 
the assertiveness to speak what's on 
ycA.lr mind so r that situations do not 
stay In lim/io.; 
Furthermon I wish the best to the 
Hilltop staff qnd the School of Com-
munications 'Student Council for 
1987~ -· 
Love, June. • 
I, L: Puu/ Long, being of sound mind 
and body, hereby bequeath my skill, 
wit, experience and perserverance in 
. Interviewing to Hillary, Stacy, Dvnna. 
Monty, Oliver, Lesli. and Bruce. 
YOU '// need it/ 
I relinguish my Houston's meal card 
to Ms Stacy Kim, my reserved room 
in Slowe to my cousin Stan. (make 
good use of it). and to HS. /leave you . 
a C & P calling card "You know 
why/'' 
I Lisa Renee Be/L being of sound mind 
and lovely body do hereby will all of 
my love to Robert L. Frelow. Jr. T'o 
1 my sorors of Alpha Chapter, Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc .. I will 
much love and happiness. To all my 
friends. I will a calling card so you can 
call me whenever you want to hang 
out! 
an 
I. Kuae Noel Kelch, being of unsound 
mind and hl1/fway11•ther body. do 
heit/Jy bequtoth the O/lowlng: To the 
1987-811 Hilltop sta J leave the pa· 
tienee it ll1kn to put together a week-
ly newspaper and the ~traint need· 
ed in deollng with each other. To Dr. 
Kaggwa. I l«lve my gratitude for help-
ing to pave my way to a successful 
journalism career. To the Howard 
University Undergraduate Library, J 
l«lve Competence, a,'ler Its mistake 
almost kept me from getting a diploma 
on this graduation dliy. To Neneby, I 
leave my weary arthritic legs to study 
and. administer therapy. I alstJ leave 
memories of our problems and the 
tears we shed because of who else?· 
MEN. To Carla, I leave thanks for 
seeking my advice, though it may not 
always be the answer. To my cousin 
Rodney,/ leave my regrets for not call-
ing when I said I would. To Sigma 
Delta Chi, J leave gratitude for its vote 
of confidence in my writing. To 
Golden Key Honor Society, J leave an 
undying dedication to academic ex· 
ce//ence. To June, I leave. a pitcher of 
Blue Hawaiian to drink ll(Jore going 
to work. 1 
To Johrlny. I leave one gootJ woman 
that I know. To Troy, l1eave thanks 
for being a "real cool dude." To Van 
Halen, alias Manµte Bo/, I leave a spit 
in your face. To Mom and Dad, I 
thank you for steering me in the right 
direction, giving me Tove, helping me 
grow and instilling confu:lence In what 
I can do. And lasr." but not least, to 
Teddy, I leave the memories of a 
beautiful year, a year of love, growth 
and support: / /f4ve thanks for a/low· 
ing me to become a part o~ur ''cir· 
c/e" an(I a part of the rest o your life. 
I Dawne Adrienne Gibson /eave the I leave an era of living/or t e moment 
incoming freshmen class the joy and and I welcome with open arms our 
ambition l had as a freshmen entering plan . for the future. 
Howard University. I leave to all J- ·-
undergraduates wfzut little patience I I Alyssa lcuis King, being of sound 
have left to deal with poor service at mind and graduatid body <lo herby 
the Administration Building. To all leave: To my mother, father and 
my teachers [ /eave my respect and brother my love and thanks for the 
gratitutde. nonrepayable support throughout my 
A last will and !estament is read at the 
end of ones life or at the completion 
of a truly significant accomplishment. 
We have flllll//y begun completing our 
"unfinished business ... And I sincere· 
ly believe more atcomplishments and 
business will be completed in the 
future. Love always, 
Doll Face 
I'd like to say thanks you to my fami-
ly, especially Mommy and Dai/Jy. for 
always being there. · 
love, Gioia 
• 
college years. To my sands /leave you 
the strength, endurance and creativi· 
ty for the years ahead. Though I won't 
be in school, you all know I WILL be 
here anytime I'm needed and even 
when I'm not! SKEE·WEE 29-A-87. 
To my sorors my sincere thanks and 
love for believing in me this time 
around·/ love you all. Mission Ac· 
comp/ished. To my brothers. words 
cannot express how much I want to 
leave with you my undying gratitude 
for al/ that has been done. Leve DSP 
JP /BO.Genuine Mqjic. To the Cam· 
pus Pals I leave you my collection of 
orientqtion I-shirts. nights of $having 
cream and a cool dip ·~n the 
fountain· legacy 
' 
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What has the Howard 
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experience meant to 
I Purvette A. Bryant 
you? 
~ °iii?d mind and body do 
:l' h to Rachel and DmJ.se 
a double of patienee as "'°""1ta. 
my superior tap dancing skills to • 
Denise when she's running to catch 
the buskor work, and a bottle of 
Geritol or Nona. To New Bethel 
C 0. G . . C I leave much love and 
thanks. To Bambi I leave love and all 
my P!""tJcal jokes to use In Noonday. 
• 
....... 
• 
To l1all{Ofd.J leave an empty olate on 
which you can pile all your de/lcac/es 
for me to taste. To the 1987-88 HU/top 
staff I leave my docking procedure and 
much confidence that you will have a 
productive year. 
I. Angela Clayton, ~'!J'J: bequeath 
the following: IXJNN. ;f: «<rets. 
beautiful blue and the four am'8os 
QUE HEARTS: class person!ffed, 
Que·Ahh: Doug D.: S.0.S. notes. mi, 
time Rubiks Ci.ibe. theme ·~oo nleve • 
CHERYL.· K.l T., too bad "mouth all 
'mighty will be back TONY YOUNG: 
b couple of brews. G.G. says K.lS.S. 
RENEE: success, balanga-langa. 
N. Y. and daiquim DEIDRE· keep 
chi/fin: G·town, s/ow·gin:flzz. and 
four tn the MG INGA: savoirfaire, 
Tuesdays & Thursdays. copyright 
protocol 
To: Danette D. Williams 
I leave you a bottle of 1TIPP 
REMOVERfora//oftheKNUCKLE 
HEADS that are on your Tipp. I shall 
return. 
Joe Daly 
I. Kuae Noel Kelch. leave to my 
lovely sorors the flal1JA to ca_rry ~ the 
tradition and the "1i!term1nanon to 
continue the dream of our /llustriofu 
Founders. I love you. 
Skee-wee 
Kuae N. Kelch 
3/·A-86 
"Nightline" 
/, Erin Nettles. being of sound mind 
and body, leave to the Ladies of Alpha 
Chapter. Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorori· 
ty, lnc., all of my love. my dedication 
and my will to succeed. Good Luck in 
the years to come; to my j:Jer&anal, 
Michelle Gordon. /leave the charm of 
CG.E. Remember that/ love you and 
that I am counting on you; to Lorri 
Saddler. I leave my wonderful. cheer· 
Jul persona/it)' whereas you can deal 
with the yard; to my Sands of '86, I 
leave you the glory of Alpha Chapter. 
Keep our light shinning; to the Hotel 
Management Club,/ leave to youjobs. 
jobs, jobs and money: to the Lcrds of 
the Phoenix.! leave a brand new 1987 
car. all of my love. plus some pqjamas; 
to the brothers of Beta Chapter. I 
leave you with the entertainment. 
Joseph H. Daly, Jr. 
Economics 
Senior 
THntck, N.J. 
.. 
''Speaking as a Howard Universi-
ty graduate I must proudly profess 
that the Howard experience has 
equipped me to tackle the never-
ending confrontations that my peo-
ple most vehemently c:onfront. 
Howard is the 'real world' and its ex-
istence-serves as one of the many ex-
amples that black people can exist an 
function as a unified force.'' 
Eric L. Mansfield 
Chemistry 
Senior 
Columbus, Ga. 
''My experience at Howard has 
been educational. J have learned to 
rejoice in my success, persevere 
through my- trials and be compas-
sionate to my peers . l have exchang-
ed ideas with the sharpest minds in 
Freda Satterwhite 
Print Journalism 
Senior 
Richmond, Va. 
• 
''The Howard experience has given 
me a great opportunity to hone my .-
writing skills and learn ahouLblack 
issues affecting myself and my fami-
ly. I hope to use this knowledge in my 
future endeavors.'' 
Dawne Gibson 
Print Journalism 
Senior 
Milford, Del. 
cs 
. the world . LCaving Howard will be 
like leaving the 'promised land' with 
richness, beauty and love to go back 
to Egypt with the thorns and racism. 
Howard has been the best four years 
of my life. 
''The Howard experience has met 
my expectations. I came here expec· 
ting to be taught by dedicated black 
teachers, who are leaders in their 
fields. I also Cxpected to be prepared 
for a journalism career. I have been, 
but I have also been prepared to use 
my education to help others in my 
race. Now. Howard has expectations 
of me'and I will not let it down." 
Ct 4$SIFIED 
• 
Poo~ Operators! Top Poy 
$7 / hr 1 roin days 
Southern Mgt . Corp. 
41 Properties in the VA & MO Metro 
... Region 
588-8144 
Free room ond board or possible low rent 
fOf' sincere female student in exchange 
for help with baby sitting in the evenings 
or just be there at nights while mother 
is at work . House located in H~ttsville 
area near bus top, easy access to two 
metro stations, near to Longley Pork and 
Prince George's Plaza . Use of all homf! 
locilities. Pleose coll 559-4590. 
_l!owa!'d U. 4 _gjll 
Strong pos,tive cash flow . 
Tenants pay own heat II: electricity. 
low S down, income SI ,800/ month 
686-8200 ofc. Goldltn 270-,903 
Howanl U./W .... H-. CNTR. 
Gro•ps! Dodonf F••P'e1! 
Huse victorian has 9 elepnt rooms, 
antique wood trim, many fireplaces. 
· 3 bath, 2 kitchens, EniJjsh basement, 
apartment 2, buildable lots, PRIN-
CrPALS ONLY, $17,,000. 
~g200 ~7().,903 
Cac, 
- . 
Engl. Base APT - I lldrm, Cac, Gas 
Heat, W/ W, Priv. Ent . 
Nice & Secure. $525 . 369-1614 
PIRSoNAL 
Hi leaky, . ~ 
I just wonted you to know t t I want 
you ondfhe family to enjoy your stay in 
D:C. Enjoy your prom and I hoj)e to see 
you in Lexington sometime soon ... 
Robert 
Listen Rachel, 
Thanks for a challenging five years of 
friendship. I know there's more to come 
but those first ones took a lot of enl!!rgy . 
Hey, cut that smok out. You know that 
He's got the kind of voice. Pu0rvey 
To a ll my relatives who ore attending my 
graduation Purvis and Jonie Bryant, An-
thony J. Bryant (the man) : Purvis l . 
Bryant 111 (the other man), Blanche 
Beasley, Ralph and Alice Bryant, Harold 
McCurdy, Olivio Jackson, Glodeen 
McCurdy, Lisa McCurdy, Angie McCur-
dy, Lula Hernton, Lula Walker, Michele 
Bryont, Rolph ond Regino Bryant, Den-
nis Smith, Regg ie and Ken Ruffin and 
others. thank you for the diamonds, 
emeralds, sapphires and gems you will 
throw at my feet os t walk into the recep-
!ion. Your darling relative Purvettr... 
- ~~~~~~~~~~-
Dr. Redd 
LEAVE ME MUST ONE! I'll miss you not 
being a suite away , but in my heart and 
mind you'll a lways be close . STILL HERE 
TAKING CARE BUSINESS ' 
BUSTER (alias Mr . Wholesome) ; 
I love You! 
Friends Forever and A Doy. 
MoA, MoA 
Charles B. 
I still like your smile. 
smiles will meet . . 
Admirer 
To Joy, 
Maybe soon our 
Happy Birthday . I hope things get bet-
ter real soon, 'cause only YOU con moke 
me happy . 
My All, 
Sil key 
P.S. l love you 
To Dr. Watson 
I wish you good luck on eV'ery endeavor 
that you try . When you start making al l 
that money con you give me o few thou-
sand. Thanks for being o friend . 
From - 13 The -Enigmatic Que 
STANK 
I forgot to write something to . my FAN 
CLUB!! I hope you alt enjoyed my 
messages as much os I've enjoyed 
writing them. I hope they were JUICY 
enough for YOU ALL-if not I'll try to do 
better nex.t year! t l Oh! but you know 
that they say SIMPLE minds talk and 
worry about OTHERS. Hove o nice 
summer I 
A SPECIAL GOOD-BYE TO MY SPECIAL 
FRIENDS, I LUV YOU JIMMY. JUAN, . 
ROLO, AND WEN. LOVE TO MY 
SORORS WHO ARE LEAVING WITH ME . 
TYE ... ---
Lisa, 
Your graduation meons the end of o long 
journey, ond yet the beginning of an 
even longer journey as far as we ore con-
cerned. Na matter what, I love you, ond 
believe it or not, I DO understand. Con-
gratulations baby! 
BUCKO 
l-84-A 
My brother, my friend. You ore on your 
woy to Omega. l ive the ccordinals, ond 
remember your brothers ot the pearl, 
Moreover, keep in touch and remember 
your personal ''Supreme Inspiration'' Your Spec, 16-86-A 
Congratulations to the new Caribbean 
Students executives of Howard Univer-
sity: Alton Smith. president; Novel 
Pa lmer, vice president; Ramsey 
McDonald. treasurer; Ann Drayton, 
secretory; DOQOld Christion and 
Donovan Marks, public relations officers. 
STANK. 
I forgot to write something to my FAN 
CLUB! I I hope you all enjoyed my 
messages as much as I've enjoyed 
writing them. I hope they were JUICY 
enough for YOU All-if not I'll try to do 
better next year!!! Ohl but you know 
that they soy SIMPLE minds talk and 
worry about OTHERS. Hove o nice 
summer! 
To V TO MY SPEC, I L_UV U, AND WILL MISS 
. Wewill,giwoysrememberwhotyouwere U, AND Will MISS U. MY j..OVE TO To Donald Thomas 
to us in those times of tossing, those ALPHA CHAP., OST, AND TO ALL l reollydon'tknowwheretostart. lguess 
times of toil, those times when we hqd . SORORS AND_FRIENDS. GOOD-BYE. t just wont to soy congratulations on ac-
to poy our dues. Tlionk you for being on TYNIS - complishing this feat of yours• Not only 
House to Share Nice W ID, 
Priv, Patio, 
Secure, $375. 387-23'8 eve. 
excellent Assistant Deon of Pledgees. I TO THE ONE I LUVE: I WILL MISS YOU have VOU graduated from thi Schol of 
N'ioe: wish you well throughout your life . SQQ MUCH. TAKE CARE .. Engineering, but you hove done it in 4 
lt' sbeentheroughestyeorofmylife, but From Kondcrlhe Emotional Que. THE CAPTAIN OF MY SHIP. years. I am very sod to see you tea .. 
thanks to you the rood hos been o lot sands. but I know you are going to bia-
Cll ID'.N ACflON la now b1riDa smoother. I leave you my grot;tude and TO MY MOTHER AND FATHER, THANK ger ond better th;ngs. As the leers faff. 
confident, dyn•mic tndividuls 10 undy;ng friendsh;p. C~rohJlotions to the GRADUATING YOU TWO FOR EVERYTHING. I LUV I iust wont to soy I love you. 
tafr ---'-·' · FBNF G. I -. CLASS Of HOWARD UNIVERSITY YOU BOTH SO MUCH. LUVE TO MY The 13th bloody POQtl 1 our..........,. Pf"ll<lllYe net- " 1986-1987. Remember, ,,..,er fo"'"' SISTER KECIA, AND ALL MY FAMILY. 
work. Help stop bahb care from ./ · .... becomina a profit.m,akiq industry. your post. while living in the present, TYNISE . To Numbet 10 
Join with us to fiabt Re·pnomics, To Alexzeno Bryant working to secure the future. I'd like to soy thanks you to my family, To G. 0911\ev, Admiral 0. by the SICl. 
work ror jnltice, and build a mulll- Although you couldn't experience my Best wishes, /NJry N. Elliot especiolly Mommy ond Daddy. for The Philoonphicol 0ue. Just Roman. 
nd•I orpnintkm, Paid tniniq. ~raduotion with me I know you're here - always being "there . Ouedaffi etc. The past-,.... hos really 
travel, ..._-ft.. and -- ~e'nn- - · d L nve. Gicfia be1:1 o trip Dewer. You Olla ~ my 
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Flaaace 
- -~------· 
Senior 
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''My Howard University ex-
perience has provided me with an in-
estimatc amount of intensity, 
strength and perseverance that will no 
doubt prove valuable to me in my 
business pursuits. Howard has fur-
ther created in me a transcendant 
source of pride and a diverse collec-
tion of memories that I will forever 
cherish.•• 
Lewis Paul Lona 
Fina net 
Sealor 
Sliver Springs, Md. 
· ''I feel the Howard University ex-
perience changed the course · of my 
life tremendously. More than 
anything else, the Howard experience 
has made me aware of my capabilities 
and has given me the confidence to 
fulfill them. Furthermore al no Ollter 
• • • • 1nst1tut1on of higher learning would 
I have had the opportunity to 
matriculat~ with the brightest black 
scholars 1n the l'Orld. Finally 
Howard has given n\c the best \>ossi: 
hie preparation for my entry into the 
business world. Thank yo'u., 
Howard!'' 
To my sands of Orchidoceous 34; 
Although I'll no longer be with you in 
tx>dy , my spirit, strer:igttfand smile will 
follow you wherever you go. I leave with 
you o bond that will endure forever. 
To Ken Ruffin 
Congratulations on graduating from 
Bo"".'ie State CcM~. Although it"s not as 
thorough os Howard you're still worthy 
because you're my cuz. It's in the bk>od 
boby .' Thanks .for all the sound advice ond encouragement you and Reggie hove 
given me during my years ot Howard. 
You meon a lot t.o me. I love you both 
deeply. (o teordrop) Vette 
Bambi, 
When you bot toose big fawn - ot this 
summer don't hurt those men. Hurry 
down to Flo . We'll oong out on the beach 
and catch o few rays like true ebony 
beauties. "Thumper 
To : my Personals (23-A-86 and 
33-A-86), 
Thonb 10< EVERYTHING! 
With much 'eve. 
4·A-87 
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Fashion · 
Fro• !IOI• 12 
stap, and suess what ... 111< faces (for 
the MOit part) were different from 
the usual crop of Howard models! 
Man, w~t was this A.B. guy trying 
to do to us? 
-· Well, this show proved to be one 
full of tho. unexpected. There were 
fashions just about-.anyone can af-
ford, and the theme was even one of 
which the audience could relate . 
Scenes opened an.d closed with a 
mixture of leisure wear, dressy out-
fits, and th,c more formal attire, all 
combined in one. The models even 
used their shapes to their advantages, 
sometimes overexaggerating on thf!ir 
walk. But, that made it even more 
erijoyable! 
For this show, a resurgence of 
denim fabric, (including the torn 
knee look), sports \.r (iacluding 
bicycle· and Adidas outfits), SnQl.rf 
head shaped hats, and sweats seem-
ed to be the in-thing for the season. 
And, an unconventional move away 
from the single and double model go-
ing down the runway to the combina-
tion of some eight or so models at 
one time was even introduced. 
The versatile stage designs with 
each new scene, which included those 
entitled Paranomia, Notorius, 
2•s•s.en, Obsessio~. Splasti, U.S. 
. Male, and Dreams, provided a 
welcomed variation--one that was 
enhanced by music .that greatlv ac-
' . . 
• 
Relations 
Fr m page 2 
.. ,..~s Stu-
dent Society of America. '' ink the 
'\"! ransfer would be a good move 
· because it would be accredited and 
also provide 'a strong writing founda-
tion for the program,'' Brothers 
added. 
Dr. Lawrence Kaggwa, chairman 
of the Department of Journalism said 
that he welcomes the transfer of the 
program . ''The transfer is to 
strengthen the program in a more 
professional orientation and more 
pressure to work on real public rela-
4 tions projects." 
Kaggwa noted that the journalism 
faculty is equally enthusiastic. 
In the past, the transfer of the 
public relations scheme has~ceen re-
jected by the journalism department . 
The former dean of the School of 
Communication, Dr. Lionel Barrows 
sa,·d, ''I recommended that public 
re ations be placed under journalism 
arid it was turned down. Journalism 
and Pk people normally don 't get 
along. It's a natural conflict." 
Currently the recommendation is 
under consideration by the Board of 
Trustees according to Dr. Orlando 
Taylor, current dean of the School of 
Communications. Of the transfer, 
Taylor said, ••As dean I 3.m interes-
ed in the program beina housed i~ ~he 
best program, and students rece1v1ng 
the best education. '.' 
According to Dr. Kagg.wa, if the 
transfer is approved it will be effec-
tive as of August 1987. The status of 
the current public relations student 
will not incur any changes in his or 
her program.'' adds Kaggwa. 
With the approval of both the 
journalism and public relations 
department, the Boa.rd· of Trustees 
must approve imPlementation of the 
program int.a the journalism 
department. 
PHILLIPS 
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The same stage designs provided a 
means of moving away from conven-
tional modeling for the 30 or so 
Howard students fortunate enough to 
make the call backs after a tryout of 
about 200 people. One model 
. descended tram the top of the 
stairwell in a wedding gown and was 
subsequently met on stage by a sic of 
models in less dressier garb, who were 
moving in a teasing_, yet pleasing sort 
of way. ~ 
But, wait, nothing could top h~v­
ing two male models open the swim 
Wear portion of the s~ow by undress-
ing to their bikini trunks at the foot 
of the runway! The fcmaJes in the au-
dience went wild ... . 
Clad with accessories, including 
snakes (dead of course!), beach balls 
· and sunglasses, this particular scene 
went over well with the audience. 
One word, of caution though--A.B. 
has been ·selected as the coordinator 
for the Fall 1987 Homecoming 
, Fashion Show, and I surely wond'Cr 
what he has up his sleeves for it .... 
Oh well, whatever it might be, this 
show definitely makes the Homecom-
ing shoY.' well worth the wait! 
Minister · 
From page 2· 
you see fit," adding that '' if you sec 
anybody that needs consulting, you 
&o to them." 
''Basically, my function as a 
minister is to serve the Lord and be 
an ambassador for Christ,'' and he 
said ''in the AME Church of course 
to study and k,now the disci'Pline of 
the AME church. '' ' 
Rev. Lovell Parham, director at 
[he Wesley Foundation (the United 
M.ethodist Campus Ministry at 
Howard) and the United Methodist 
Chaplain at Howard, said he has 
known Brown for about four years . 
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The Amerlcan.£xpr5"' Card can get you virtually 
eve!)thing from a 1V to a T·shin. Or a tuxedo. 
Prom Tulsa 10 Thailand. So during rollege and after, il 's the 
perfect way to 'pay for just about anylhing you' ll want . 
How to get the Card before graduation . 
College is the Ml sign of sua>ss. And because 
' Joe belieYe in your potential. we've made it easier 
to get the American Expiess Card right now. ~Ou cai1 
qualify even before }'OU graduate with our ~ial 
student offers. For details, look for applicatiOfLS 
on campus. Or jllll call 1-80IJ. THE.aRll. and ask 
for a student applicalion. 
-• 
• • 
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The American Expres.1 Card. 
Don't Leave School Without it'.' · 
' 
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''I used to be his grandmother's c-'-----....----, pas1or," he said. Referring to the _. _ __________________ :.._ ___________________ -:-------. 
time when he learned Brown was 
seeking the ministry,· Par said, ''I 
thought it was - ood id a.•• 
Parham said, ' od t sec 
young people who ha ' ind of 
direction.'' 
Brown, a broadcast production 
major in the School of Communica-
tions, is the vice president of the 
A .M.E Church Fellowship of 
Howard University and s~ves on the 
leadership team of tl'ie Campus 
Crusade for Christ, an in-
terdel)ominational organization with 
the purpose of evangelistic outreach 
on college campuses. 
Brown plans to combine his work 
in the ministry with his major. ''I 
want to be the executive producer of 
a series of Christian television shows 
that pertain specifically to how Chris-
tianity can help the Black communi-
ty," he said. 
''In my philosophy, a minister is 
one who serves which ever communi-
ty God has called you to serve. In 
essence we're all ministers," Brown 
added. 
LIVE IN 
THE BEAUTIFUL 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST 
The Vancouver School District, 
located across the Columbia 
River only 20 minutes from 
downtown Portland , Oregon, 
encourages applicat ions froll) 
members of minority groups for 
teacher posit ions . Recognized · 
by the Federal Dept . of Educa· 
tion as a Lighthouse District, 
Vancouver has 16,000 pupils 
and 860 cerificated employees. 
For more info.rmotion, contact: 
Vancouver School District -37 
605 N. Devine Rd . 
Vancouver, Washington 98661 
Phone: (206) 696-7010 
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A MESSAGE TO GRADUATING SENIORS , 
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The administration, faculty, -Experience': recognizing it 
staff and students wish to con- - fondly as a major, binding 
grdtulate you upon your thread in the fabric of life: .}Ou 
graduation . from Howard have taken a giant step · on 
University! Welcome to the what promises to be a bright 
cadre of alumni! As you leave and glorious future. , Alma 
these portals to join the Mater wishes to be at your side 
thousands of Howard with each step.you take. To do 
graduat~s throughout tht! this. however. you must advise 
J world, you will find that a the UJ?iv~rsity Df tJ fUr~~nt lld-
warm reception awaits you 0 ·- Ja .... E. ".... dress and career/profess1onal 
f[rom yqur fellow alumni. With the address. · Such~information should be 
"· passdge of time, your years at Howard forwarded to: 
will become even more meaningful, and 
an indescribable feeling of joy awaits 
you, -as you encounter one, and yet 
another, who has shared the ''Howard 
• 
• 
The Department of Alumni Affairs 
2900 Van Ness Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20008 
" \ -- -
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beauty they project to others. ''Music 
has a great depth of feeling in my life. 
11 is unexplainable.'' she said. 
Outside the classroom, Hammond 
is involved in a research project in 
c·onjunction with the Moorland 
Spingarn Research Center in 
Founder's Library, where she gives 
her pers"onal recollections of the ear-
ly years at the historically black 
univeristy, primarily in the school's 
n1usic program. ~ 
On Saturday mornings you can 
find the diligent Hammond working 
with young childr~z4..ages four and up 
at her churc:h'!S educational center. 
-Since 1922, the composer, poetess, 
music teac.her and founder of the 
Hammond Institute of Music and 
• Fine Arts in the nation's capitol, has 
..... been pursuing a degree in music at 
Howard. After her husband died; she 
left her part-time studies on a tem-
porary basis to care for her six 
daughters and son. 
Music has been a part of Ham-
mond's life sin<;e she was five years 
old and she has taught music to 
children since she was a teenager. 
Since 1921, she has taught music to 
children at the Hammond Institilte of 
Music and Fine Arts . 
''I started the Hammond ln"titute 
• 
• 
ConSern 
From page 1 
sity Support Services Inc., a corpora-
tion created by the Consortium for 
that purpose, will eventually be 
available on a national basis, 
although it was instituted locally. 
''We found in constructing the 
, program that to put toact:her the 
complexities o( it and the fiilancing 
partners of it for our own needs was 
no easier than doing it for the needs 
of other colleges, universities and 
organizations across the country, So 
we proceeded to put toaether a na-
tional proarani, '' Whalen said. 
Financing partnen for ConSern in· 
elude Shearson-Lehman Brothers and 
Continental Insurance Corp., with 
the National Bank of Washinaton 
providing the loans which are servic-
ed ,by Wachovia Services Inc. of 
Nonh Carolina. 
Unlike other l°:E!i.,oararru, Con· 
Sero borro-• onl .. to deal with 
one point of co the ConSern 
Washington offices. -
home 
• 
Fr11sd10 Crowdle Jr.rrltt Hlllto 
A freshman 1tuclent DC1Ckin9 up ofter her first year at Howard 
ci11i11ed by relalivft. 
• because I did not want to have a c13$S goes by so fast. I do not have time 
of music, but a school of music,'' to think about chronological years. 
Hammond said. ''I was interested in I do not feel 91, maybe 80, but not 
developing the minds of students in 91," she said. 
fine arts!' ''Getting an education is your life. 
· She has worked in public schools, You cannot spend your life a better 
worked as a volunteer and teaches way than learning. Through learning 
daily in her apartment in Northwest \ you uplift yourself,•\ Hammond 
Washington. added. 
''The idea of the institute is to ''Music has helped me to triumph 
bring a cultural program to a mass of and to find the beauty in life, if you 
people,'' Hammond declared . press forward, have love in you heart 
Hammonds busy schedule does not for the beautiful, you shall succeed,'' 
permit her to dwell on her age. ''Time she said. 
As with other programs though, 
students must be enrolled at least 
half-time at an accredited school. 
The participating schools must pay 
an annual participation fee rather 
than putting up their own resources, 
according to Whalen, adding that the 
program is not directed to students of 
either end of the income spectrum--
that being the low or high income 
background students. 
''There isn't anyway we can take 
care of low-income students in a pro-
gram that's based on private sector 
financing," he said. ''Our opinion is 
that that's a governmental function 
that has to be continued, and expand-
ed. (Neither do] we worry about the 
top IS percent because those people 
are rich enough so that they don't 
have a worry. It's the [middle-
income] 70 percent in between that 
really have the problems.'' 
Lloyed H. Elliott, president of 
Gcor1e Washington University, said, 
ConSern ''is destined to fill a niche 
on the campuses which is aJarina and 
which has developed over the past 2S 
years as student financial aid has 
taken many and varied forms. What 
we're dealing with here 1a one more 
tool bY. which tboUJands, and 
perhaps · even more students within 
the next few years, can set into and 
stay in their coneaa experience.'' 
According to Edmund B. Cronin, 
Jr., president of the Greater 
Washington Board of Trade, which 
is presently a partner \Vith ConSern, 
''one of the problems many people 
have is they have a number of 
children and their income levels are 
such that the various government-
sponsored programs really eliminate 
them from participating, and going 
through the bank process typically is 
a problem. 
''The types of loans with the terms 
they need to put their .children 
through college arc not available,'' he 
added. 
The program was started out of 
des ration, according to Whalen, 
wh cited the needs as being 
• omous'' for such a program. 
Obert J . Casey, a Washington at· 
tomey said, ••we have an enormous 
resource in this country in our fine 
elementary and secondary schools. 
We send ,students to the university 
level fully qualified intellectually for 
the rigors of a four-year course of 
higher education. 
But, according to Casey, ''that 
resource is seriously eroded and, in 
fact, disappears from the scene when 
a student who is otherwise well-
qualified to attend a college or 
university is otheiwile unable to for 
finanicl' reasons. I rqard this as one 
of the most serious problems we 
face.'' 
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1 AT ASC LINCOLN MERC RYMER KUR 
• 
WITH PRE-APPRO 
FROM FORD 
THE DIFFERENCE 
.. 
THIS •.• 
' 
' AND THIS ••. 
1s·A MAI IER OF 
Your college degree is a move up. 
And now you can move up to a 
new car with pre-approved credit 
from Ford Credit and ASC Lincoln 
Mercury Merkur. If you are working 
on an advanced degree or 
graduating with a Bachelor's 
Degree between October 1 , '1986 
and September 30, 1987, you may 
qualify for this special college 
graduate purchase program. 
If you do, you'll recei11e a $400 
cash allowance from Ford. Make 
your best deal on any qualifying 
An1erican Service Center 
LINCOLN • MERCURY • MEAKUR 
vehicle and use the money tocwJ 
your down payment. or Fold will 
send you a $400 cha ck altar the 
purchase or I&? s a. The money ill 
yours whether you finance or not. 
' 
The amount of your credit d1p1nda 
on which of thase qualified 'Jehicles 
you choose: 
Men:urY catS: Trarer, Lynx, Topez. 
Cougar, Sabia. 
So hurry. H a ·Jehicle ill not in d1 l!ler 
stock you mutll OHl I by June 1, 1887, 
and_ you mut11 •11~ dtlhery d "'ff 
vehicle by August 31. 1981. 
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